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3.2

Alternatives Examine d

3.2.1

The design standard investigated by the Office of Public Works (OPW, 2009) for flood
alleviation at Enniscorthy provides protection from flooding up to and including a 1 in 100
year event; there is a 1% chance of a flood of this magnitude, or larger, occurring in every
year. This means that, with a scheme in-place, Enniscorthy will flood in the future albeit at
a significantly reduced frequency. The Engineering Measures considered by the OPW
were:
a)

Do Nothing (i.e. implement no new flood alleviation measures);

b)

Non-Structural Measures;
i.

c)

ii.
Individual property protection;
Relocation of Properties and/or infrastructure;

d)

Reconstruction of Properties and/or infrastructure to a higher level;

e)

Flow Reduction;
i.

f)

g)

h)

3.2.2

3.2.3

Installation of a flood warning system;

Upstream catchment management (i.e. reduce run-off);

ii.
Upstream flood storage (single site or multiple sites);
Flood Containment through Construction of Flood Defences;
i.
Permanent Walls or embankments;
ii.
Demountable Walls (non-permanent walls that may be several metres in
height and are capable of being erected within a short period of time);
Increase Conveyance (upstream, through and / or downstream of the town);
i.
Remove or reduce local key constraints (e.g. bridges, bends, throttles, infill
material on a floodplain, etc.);
ii.
Reduce the roughness of the channel / floodplain (remove vegetation, lining,
etc.);
iii.
Specify ongoing channel / floodplain maintenance;
iv.

Change the channel section (re-grade the riverbed by dredging and / or
widen the channel by excavation);

v.

Change the floodplain section and / or grade by excavation;

i)

Flow Diversion (around or just downstream of the town;
i.
Diversion of entire river;
ii.
Flood flow bypass channel;
Sediment Deposition and Possible Sediment Traps;

j)

Pump storm waters from behind flood defences; and

k)
Measures Specific to the Study Location.
Option a) Do Nothing
The cost of the ‘Do Nothing’ decision is the net present value of the flood damages that
would be expected over the specified project time-horizon (50 years), if no scheme were to
be implemented. This has been estimated at €43.4 Million (M). Furthermore, there are the
respective health and safety, and social impacts arising from doing nothing.
Option b) Non-structural measures
A flood warning is not issued in relation to the peak of a flood rather it is issued in relation
to the onset of flooding. At Enniscorthy, large floods on the River Slaney take about 18 to
24 hours to produce their peak, however, flooding starts many hours ahead of the peak.
For example, in November 2000, flooding from the river was already severe enough to
stop traffic in the night (at 01:00) yet the flood peaked at 18.45 on the following evening

(i.e. significant flooding was occurring 18 hours ahead of the peak). Under present-day
unprotected conditions, a flood warning system would need to provide, at least, a 6-hour
forecast to the Local Authority and/or Emergency Services. The tight amount of available
time makes it very difficult, but not impossible, to provide such a service.
3.2.4

3.2.5

3.2.6

3.2.7

3.2.8

3.2.9

The protection of properties on an individual basis by erecting barriers at doors, windows
and air-vents, etc., can be a viable option for reducing flood damages where flood levels
rise slowly and reach levels not significantly greater than 1.5m above floor levels. The
River Slaney’s flood levels, however, rise quickly and extreme events at some locations
can be metres above low-lying floor levels. Retaining these heights of water by domestic
walls is not feasible on structural grounds.
Option c) Relocation of properties and/or infrastructure
Relocation of residents and commercial properties can be a viable option for reducing flood
damages. It is, however, generally viable in rural areas with a low-density of residential or
commercial properties, or in urban areas with extreme flood risk and/or no technically,
economically or environmentally viable engineering solution. The relocation of all
properties within low-lying areas would be extremely costly financially, though, and would
also incur additional environmental and social costs, such as impact to habitat from new
construction.
Option d) Reconstruction of properties and/or infrastructure to a higher level
It may be more cost effective to demolish some properties and reconstruct to a higher level
in the same location than defend them as presently constructed. This option avoids the
additional environmental and social costs, and increased intangible costs, often associated
with relocation. For a small number of properties this may be cost-effective, but with a
large number of properties as in the case of Enniscorthy it would be very costly to rebuild
all properties.
Option e) Flood reduction
For a complete flood relief scheme for Enniscorthy, a minimum storage estimate can be
found by assuming the 100-Year Design Flood to be free from significant preceding and
following floods (i.e. a clean peak). The Flood Studies Report (FSR) Unit Hydrograph
methods have been applied and an estimate made of the hydrograph for the 100-Year
design flood. The total volume in excess of the 15-Year flood (the maximum safe flow in
Enniscorthy) has been calculated as 6.66Mm3 so it is necessary to store this volume for a
complete flood relief scheme for the town (and, as stated, this is a minimum estimate). In
addition, this value would rise by about 80% to 12Mm3 under the 2050 Climate Change
scenario. Upstream of the town, the Slaney catchment with its high-gradient, narrow
floodplains (and long flood durations) does not lend itself to this type of solution (or partial
solution). No suitable area (or a sufficient number of sub areas) has been found for storing
this volume of water. The following paragraph describes the flood storage available at one
of the most appropriate locations upstream of Enniscorthy, at Scarrawalsh.

An in-line storage area north of Scarrawalsh Bridge would need a 315m long impounding
embankment (dam) across the downstream floodplain and, by including a 0.5m freeboard,
its height would be just over 5m above ground level. The permanent loss to agriculture
(under the embankment) would be 2.2ha (5.5 acres). This In-line solution would hold back
1.17Mm 3 of flood water, but only 0.34Mm3 of this represents additional storage (i.e.
additional to the natural storage that the floodplain currently provides).
This volume
amounts to 5.15% of the complete upstream storage requirement so, averaging up, it
would take 19.4 equivalent areas totalling 1,035ha (2,557 acres) to be set aside for
flooding and need about 2.15 km of embankments with a permanent loss to agriculture (in
embankment footprints) of 14.7ha (36 acres). These areas are just not available on the
River Slaney and River Bann floodplains. Even using the Scarrawalsh area alone would
be ineffective.
Option f) Flood containm ent through construction of flood defences
A commonly considered option in flood relief is to contain floodwaters within a designated
floodable area through the use of floodwalls or embankments. At present, floodwaters
utilise the riverside roads and this results in lower flood levels. Shutting off these
temporary flow paths by constructing walls (permanent or demountable) would force all
floodwater to remain within the river boundary. For this engineering measure, it would also
be necessary to raise the parapet level of Enniscorthy Bridge and undertake significant

3.2.10

3.2.11

3.2.12

3.2.13

3.2.14

3.2.15

works at Seamus Rafter Bridge. Flood walls would also be required throughout much of
the town. The use of containment may also affect flood flows, as well as the erosion and
deposition regime. However, containment is a technically feasible option and is looked into
in more detail later.
Option g) Increase conveyance
Local obstructions to flow (such as bridges under flood containment solutions, natural rock
weirs or restricted sections) can constrict the flow in the river (or floodplain), increasing
levels upstream. Removal of, or alterations to, such obstructions can often provide a
complete (or partial) reduction in flood levels. Though there is no single option that would
provide a suitable scheme, the combined effects of a number of these measures could
form part of a possible Flood Relief Scheme.
River excavation measures comprise either re-grading the riverbed by dredging or
widening the channel. These measures increase conveyance capacity (i.e., permit the
river to carry a greater flow for a given water level). Rehabilitation works (planting,
landscaping, etc.) would form part of any excavation work. River excavation measures are
a catchall that takes a global approach to individual measures by establishing policies for
both riverbed level and gradient along with channel widening. As with local measures they
may not provide a complete flood relief scheme, but in combination with other actions,
where appropriate, they may form part of a possible Flood Relief Scheme.
Option h) Flow diversion
Diverting floodwaters away from the affected area can mitigate a flooding problem. This
can be achieved by excavating a new channel as either a re-alignment of the existing river
(a full river diversion), or as an additional relief channel designed only to carry excess flood
flows. In the case of Enniscorthy, therefore, these solutions must deal with either the full
100-Year flow of 494m3 /s, or the difference of about 170m 3/s between the 100-Year and
the 15-Year peak flow of 330m 3 /s (i.e. the maximum safe flow that will pass without
flooding the town). Rehabilitation (i.e. environmental integration and aesthetic works)
would form part of such a solution. A minimum diversion length of two kilometres would be
required to bypass the at-risk urban area. On both sides of the river, the ground level is
very high throughout the full length of the town, and this would therefore require excavation
depths in the order of 25m or more. In addition, much of this would through rock. The
combination of these conditions completely precludes, on physical impact and economic
grounds, the construction of any form of diversion option that could allow flood flows to
bypass the town.

In specific reaches, there is the possibility that a diversion channel can be constructed
which would result in reduced impact to a length of river particularly during construction. As
with local measures and increased conveyance, diversion may not provide a complete
flood relief scheme, but in combination with other actions, where appropriate, it could form
part of a possible Flood Relief Scheme.
Option i) Sedim ent deposition and possi ble sediment traps
River gravel is a feature of the River Slaney and this would need to be taken into account
in the design of a flood alleviation scheme. Deposited gravel could cause a significant
decrease in the protection afforded by a scheme and possibly lead to failure and flooding
in the town. Though not forming a separate option, this activity of controlling deposition
could form a vital part of a Flood Relief Scheme.
Option j) Pump storm waters from behind flood defences
Storm water may build up behind flood defences, once a flood relief scheme is in place
and a significant flood is in progress, due to its inability to discharge into the river. At
Enniscorthy, significant floods maintain high water levels for one to two days. It would,
therefore, be necessary to cater for the storm water that would otherwise flood out within

the protected area. Though not forming a separate option, this activity of managing
culverts and storm water flooding could form an important part of a Flood Relief Scheme.
3.2.16

Option k) Measures specific to the study location
Various indirect measures may arise during the development of a flood relief scheme,
often to provide a solution to environmental or social impacts that would otherwise occur.
For example, raising road levels to minimise the impact of the height of walls or

embankments is a location specific measure. These will be described within the preferred
option details.
3.2.17

Summary
Of the 11 key measures to provide flood relief to Enniscorthy, the OPW determined that
there is one key feasible option (Option e) flood containm ent) that could potentially benefit
from other options which although unacceptable as standalone options would contribute to
lowering water levels throughout Enniscorthy, and hence reducing the level of wall heights
required for flood defence purposes. The other options that would form part of the
technically feasible options that were examined in much more detail in Section 3.3 are:
g)
h)
i)

Increase conveyance;
Flow diversion;
Sediment deposition and possible sediment traps;

j)

Pump storm waters from behind flood defences; and

k)

Measures specific to the study location.

3.3

Detailed Appraisal of Technically Feasible Options

3.3.1

The following Engineering Measures were examined in detail to provide the basis for
preferred design option for the flood relief scheme. Three possible options have been
identified and these, along with leaving the situation unaltered (i.e. without a flood relief
scheme) comprise the four alternative options appraised in detail for their potential effects
on the environment. These options are:
Option A – Do Nothing;
Option B – Flood Walls (Demountable);
Option C – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Limited Dredging; and
Option D – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Dredging.

3.3.2

The OPW also identified options from the viewpoints of their functionality (i.e. ability to
relieve flooding to the stated standard of protection), technical integration (i.e. issues such
as Health and Safety and sediment erosion, transportation and deposition), and economic
viability.

3.3.3

Present conditions in the southeast of Ireland would be significantly impacted if the
expected 2050 Climate Change Scenario actually occurs. The frequency of flooding within
Enniscorthy will increase from about once in 15 years to once in 7 years (i.e. from an
expected three to seven events in a 50-year period). There would also be an increased
likelihood of very severe events. This implies a corresponding increase in both the
frequency and magnitude of extreme flow velocities both within the river and along the
floodplain. Whilst Climate Change does not suddenly stop in 2050, this project only needs
to consider the effect up to that date.

3.3.4

The OPW have examined the ease with which scheme options can be altered in the future
to accommodate the expected 2050 Climate Change Scenario (should it occur) and this
forms part of the decision making process that goes into finding a suitable design solution.

3.3.5

“Natural Failure” is the term applied to the future case where an extreme flood, greater
than the design flood, occurs resulting in flooding of the post-scheme town. The degree of
flooding depends on the particular constructed scheme (i.e. some schemes produce more
flooding than others when “Natural Failure” occurs). This effect provides a significant
means of appraising the relative merits of scheme options and helps find the preferred
solution.

3.3.6

One of the key causes of flooding within Enniscorthy is the low level of the Seamus Rafter
Bridge, which reduces the river cross-section in the centre of Enniscorthy. Removing or
ameliorating this cause is a critical aspect of all options.

3.3.7

Option A – Do Nothing
The Do Nothing Scenario was examined to provide a context for the proposed flood relief
options. This entailed no changes to the present situation (i.e. no measures such as flood
defence structures or channel alterations). Therefore, the current standard of flood

protection within Enniscorthy is not altered. At present, flooding may be expected, on
average, every 15 years, though with Climate Change this becomes every 7 years.
3.3.8

Option B – Flood Walls (Demountable)
Demountable walls are non-permanent walls that may be several metres in height and are
capable of being erected within a short period of time. These require that sufficient space
is available for the requisite machinery to both gain access and construct these temporary
walls, and also the development of a Flood Forecasting and Warning System.

3.3.9

At present floodwater utilises the riverside roads and this results in lower flood levels. The
construction of walls would shut off these temporary flow paths and force the water to
remain within the river boundary and this would result in an increase in floodwater levels of
about 1m.

3.3.10

The Enniscorthy Bridge parapets need to be raised and the railings on Seamus Rafter
Bridge replaced with new parapet walls. Permanent walls could be constructed
downstream of Seamus Rafter Bridge, however, upstream flood defence heights are
substantial and only a demountable wall would be suitable under this option. Defence
heights were calculated along with the additional height that would be necessary should
the expected change in climate occur.

3.3.11

Figure 3.1 indicates the location of both permanent and demountable defences throughout
the study area for Option B.

3.3.12

3.3.13

3.3.14

3.3.15

3.3.16

3.3.17

Option C – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Limited Dredging
Option C incorporated river excavation (widening and re-grading by dredging) in the
1.25km river stretch downstream of the town (i.e. downstream of Riverside Park Hotel) to
increase the conveyance capacity of the river (i.e. this permits it to carry a greater flow for
a given water level). Rehabilitation works (planting, landscaping, etc.) formed part of these
excavation measures.

This option also involved removal or alteration of specific localised obstructions, including:
Changes to the left (east) bank of the river at the railway and Enniscorthy Bridges;
Removal and reconstruction of Seamus Rafter Bridge (to a new location); and
Lowering the riverbed to ‘design grade’ under both Enniscorthy Bridge and the
railway bridge (by 1.2m and 1m respectively). These works include underpinning of
the bridges themselves and appropriate incorporation of fish passes, if necessary.
The river bed would be lowered to ‘design grade’ under both Enniscorthy Bridge and the
rail bridge (lowering by 1.2m and 1m respectively). These works will include underpinning
of the bridges themselves and appropriate incorporation of fish passes.
Figure 3.2a indicates the defence measures required within Enniscorthy Town and Figu re
3.2b indicates the defence measures required downstream of Enniscorthy under Option C.
With an increased conveyance capacity, permanent flood relief methods such as
floodwalls would be at a lower height than for Option B.
Option D – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Dredging
Option D resulted in the lowest wall heights as it involved the largest amount of river
excavation and therefore greatest conveyance capacity of the river. Figure 3.3a indicates
the extent and heights of floodwalls / embankments required throughout the study area.
River excavation measures comprise either re-grading the riverbed by dredging or
widening the channel to increase the flow capacity of the river. Option D also incorporated
rehabilitation works such as planting and landscaping.

River excavation (widening and re-grading by dredging) would take place from 1.25km
downstream of the town (i.e. downstream of Riverside Park Hotel) up to, approximately,
1.25km upstream of the railway bridge. It could also include the possible diversion of flood
water to replace some river widening. River widening would take place in 6 locations:
Downstream of Seamus Rafter Bridge (Figure 3.3a);
Downstream of Enniscorthy Bridge (Figure 3.3a);
Between Enniscorthy Bridge and the railway bridge (Figure 3.3a);
Downstream of the town (Figure 3.3b );

3.3.18

Upstream of the railway bridge (Figure 3.3c); and
1km upstream of the town (Figure 3.3c).
In addition, Option D included the removal or alteration of localised obstructions including
(see Figure 3.3a):
Changes to the left (east) bank between the Railway Bridge and Enniscorthy Bridge;
Removal and reconstruction of Seamus Rafter Bridge (to a new location); and
Lowering the riverbed to ‘design grade’ under both Enniscorthy Bridge and the
railway bridge (by 1.2m and 1m respectively). These works include underpinning of
the bridges themselves and appropriate incorporation of fish passes, if necessary.

Figure 3.1

Option B - Flood Walls (Demountable)

Figure 3.2a

Option C – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Limited
Dredging within the Town

Figure 3.2b

Option C – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Limited
Dredging downstream of the Town

Figure 3.3a

Option D – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Dr edging
within the Town

Figure 3.3b

Option D River Wide ning Dowstream of the Town

Figure 3.3c

Option C – River Wid ening upstr eam of the Town

3.3.19

3.3.20

3.3.21

3.3.22

Conclusions
Table 3.1 summarises the potential impacts of the proposed options, and the following
paragraphs provide a summary description of the impacts associated with each option. In
addition, Table 3.2 summarises the impacts with particular reference to the qualifying
species listed within the Slaney Valley candidate Special Area of Conservation (cSAC)
designation.
Each option is required to provide flood protection for the town of Enniscorthy up to and
including the 100-year design flood event. The performance of a scheme in a “Natural
Failure” scenario (i.e. where a flood greater than the 100-year design event defeats the
scheme defences and causes flooding) forms part of the decision making process for
finding the preferred solution to the Enniscorthy flooding problem. The ease with which a
scheme option can be altered in the future to accommodate expected Climate Change,
should it occur, is similarly significant.
Option A - Do Nothing
Although the do-nothing option does not change natural environment, the lack of
information regarding the long term geomorphology of the river leaves a significant gap in
understanding of likely future changes, particularly as a result of climate change and its
associated effects. However, the frequency of sporadic flooding within Enniscorthy is
expected to more than double by 2050 due to climate change. As well as the resulting
economic damage, individual residents and commercial premises would be significantly
affected, with properties evacuated during floods as well as suffering flood damage.
Flooding would also result in the closure of the road bridges and the railway bridge, with
significant access impacts (including emergency vehicles).
Option B - Flood Walls (Demountable)
Option B would avoid much of the impacts on economy, residents, commerce and road
access (but would not reduce flooding of rail links), and other less determinable impacts
(such as health and safety). Initially, disturbance during construction would cause
localised impacts (noise, disruption, visual disturbance); however, the long-term impacts of
the defences would be limited. Visual impact would be associated with permanent and
demountable flood defences, however, the demountable defences would only have a
temporary impact (i.e. during flood events).

3.3.23

This option requires the development and implementation of a Flood Forecasting and
Warning System capable of providing sufficient advanced notice to set up the demountable
defence structures; if this is not possible then Option B is not feasible. Likewise, if a false
‘All Clear’ is given then the town will flood and there will be no benefit from the defence
scheme for that event.

3.3.24

Option B would produce flood levels within the channel that are between 0.8 and 1.1m
higher than those that would occur if no scheme was in place. During the “Natural Failure”
scenario, therefore, flooding would be more extensive and deeper than would occur if no
defences were erected. This flooding would also take longer to remove due to inherent
difficulties (caused by the flooding) in removing elements of the defences to aid release of
waters back to the river.

3.3.25

This means that the Flood Forecasting and Warning System would also need to provide a
“Natural Failure” warning (i.e. it would need to distinguish between floods that are less than
the design flood so that defences could be put in place) and floods that are greater than

the design flood (when the defences should not be erected thereby leaving the town to
flood to its natural depth and save it from the additional extent and depth that would be
produced by the defences). If, therefore, a flood alert was given that resulted in the
erection of the defence structures and the actual flood was greater than the design flood
then flooding would be worsened by the scheme and this could lead to litigation both in
relation to increased damages and worsening of Health and Safety conditions. Likewise, if
a false “Natural Failure” was given (i.e. the system registered the event as being greater
than the design flood and it was not) then the town would be flooded by an event less than
the design flood (i.e. there would be no benefit), and this could lead to litigation.
3.3.26

Although no dredging or widening works would be necessary, the permanent and
demountable flood defences would alter river hydrology during high water events both
throughout the length of the scheme (i.e. within the town) and for a distance of, at least,
1.5km upstream of the railway bridge. In this upstream stretch, it has been estimated that
levels will increase by between 0.5 and 0.75m and flow velocities would be lower thereby
inducing increased deposition. Along with this, estimated flow velocity changes within the
town indicate an altered geomorphology that would increase erosion in areas where
erosion already occurs and increase deposition in areas of low velocity. While flood events
are short-lived, they can produce dramatic erosion and accretion on the River Slaney and
would also induce a general movement of the sandbars. However, the heavier gravel
substrate associated with this area is unlikely to be significantly affected.

3.3.27

Holding pools could become more pronounced while sandbars (such as those alongside
the public car park just downstream of the Riverside Park Hotel, Shannon Quay and in the
area upstream of the railway bridge) would be likely to grow, so this effect is significant for
fish and other aquatic flora and fauna. During low flow periods these changes could
exacerbate these barriers to the migration of fish and this could, in turn, potentially lead to
decreasing numbers spawning upstream. A reduction in the fishery resource could also
have knock-on effects for otters, and other nature conservation interests. The nature of
this scheme option implies that mitigation measures such as fish passes to facilitate
upstream migration, etc. may not be sufficient to reverse these potential impacts.

3.3.28

This change in geomorphology could also lead to failure of the flood relief scheme during
an event that is less than the 100-year design flood. Deposition of a sufficient quantity of
materials at any of the existing sandbars either immediately downstream or within the town
could raise the upstream flood level enough to overtop defence walls and flood the town. It
is not possible to assign, with confidence, a defence design standard to this scheme.

3.3.29

Option C - Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Limited Dredging
Option C would avoid the impacts on economy, residents, commerce and road access (but
would not reduce flooding of rail links), and other less determinable impacts (such as
health and safety). Initially, disturbance during construction would cause localised impacts
(noise, disruption, and visual disturbance). Other potential impacts could occur to
protected species such as otter, due to river excavation and in-river works are likely to
cause localised water quality impacts that could also indirectly affect aquatic fauna such as
salmon and otter. However, mitigation measures (such as timing of works) could be
implemented to minimise the magnitude of any potential impact. In addition, works under
the road and railway bridges, as well as dredging, have the potential to disturb or damage
features of archaeological or historical interest.

3.3.30

The permanent defence structures would result in a visual obstruction within the river
landscape, however, the magnitude of the impact would be significantly less than for
Option B, due to the in-river works associated with this option. Particularly downstream of
the town, river excavation could potentially have a significant effect on the hydrology of the
river. The number of protected species present in and adjacent to the river and the
designated status of the river means that a significant negative impact could also occur to
the natural environment (loss of or disturbance to designated habitat, change in river
characteristics affecting migratory fish or altering river fauna diversity and densities) such
that a significant adverse effect on the integrity of the River Slaney cSAC could arise. In
order to prevent or minimise the impact on the habitats and species in the cSAC,
hydrological modelling would be undertaken for a variety of river states, in order to help
design the in-river features to prevent any noticeable change in the rivers hydrological
regime.

3.3.31

A waste management strategy would need to be drawn up to manage the large volume of
material to be dredged from the river and excavated as a result of river widening.

3.3.32

River widening downstream of the town would convert an area of existing floodplain to a
new berm area of aquatic habitat. Medium to high flows with various combinations of tidal
influence would flood out onto this berm, thereby providing an area alternatively exposed
or under water. The range of extreme flow velocities in this area would be reduced so the
degree of sediment erosion, transportation and deposition would be lower than current
levels. This represents a potential improvement to the geomorphology aspect of this cSAC
area.

3.3.33

While flood velocities are lowered slightly between Seamus Rafter Bridge and the railway
bridge they would noticeably increase in the upstream area. The indicated change in
geomorphology could well exacerbate present day areas of erosion and accretion. While
flood events are short-lived, they can produce dramatic erosion and accretion on the River
Slaney so the increase in upstream erosion and the transportation of the resulting
sediment indicates increased deposition in areas of lower flow velocity within the town and
in the downstream river stretch than would be expected under the existing situation.
However, the heavier gravel substrate associated with this area would not be significantly
affected. While this effect is not as pronounced as for Option B it still implies that holding
pools could potentially become more pronounced while sandbars would be likely to grow.
During low flow periods these changes could exacerbate these barriers to the migration of
fish and this could, in turn, lead to decreasing numbers spawning upstream. A reduction in
the fishery resource could also have knock-on effects for otters, etc. The nature of this
scheme option does benefit from mitigation measures such as fish passes to facilitate
upstream migration, etc. and these may be sufficient to reverse these impacts.

3.3.34

The effect of flooding on health and safety is reduced in the “Natural Failure” case when a
flood greater than the design flood occurs. The extent of flooding within the town would be
reduced and flood depths would be between 0.25 and 0.5m lower than under present
conditions so the likelihood of loss-of-life would be somewhat reduced.

3.3.35

There exists however the possibility that this change in geomorphology (sediment erosion,
transportation and deposition) could lead to failure of the flood relief scheme during an
event that is less than the 100-year design flood. Deposition of a sufficient quantity of
materials either within the town or immediately downstream of it could raise the upstream
flood level enough to overtop the defence wall and flood the town. While the changes in
flood velocities, produced by Option C, are significantly less than those produce by Option
B, this still implies a risk of failure of the scheme at flows smaller than the design flow.

3.3.36

Option D - Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Dredging
Option D would avoid the impacts on economy, residents, commerce and road access (but
would not change access to rail links), and other less determinable impacts (such as health
and safety). Initially, disturbance during construction would cause localised impacts
(noise, disruption, and visual disturbance). Due to river widening other potential impacts
may occur to protected species such as otter, and the in-river works would be likely to
cause localised water quality impacts that could also indirectly affect terrestrial and aquatic
fauna such as salmon, and otter. In particular, the destruction of an otter holt is a
potentially significant impact. However, mitigation measures (such as timing of works,
construction of artificial otter holt, etc) could be implemented to minimise the magnitude of
any potential impact. In addition, works under the road and railway bridges, as well as
dredging, would have the potential to disturb or damage features of archaeological or
historical interest.

3.3.37

The permanent defence structures would result in a visual obstruction within the river
landscape, however, the magnitude of the impact would be significantly less than for
Option B due to the in-river works associated with this option, and noticeably less than for
Option C. Particularly in the areas immediately upstream and downstream of the town,
river excavation could potentially result in a significant effect on the hydrology of the river.
The number of protected species present in and adjacent to the river and the designated
status of the river means that a significant negative impact could also occur to the natural
environment (loss of or disturbance to designated habitat, change in river characteristics
affecting migratory fish or altering river fauna diversity and densities) such that a significant
adverse effect on the integrity of the Slaney Valley cSAC could arise. In order to prevent
or minimise the impact on the habitats and species in the cSAC, hydrological modelling
would be undertaken for a variety of river states, in order to help design the in-river
features and prevent any noticeable change in the rivers hydrological regime.

3.3.38

A waste management strategy would need to be drawn up to manage the large volume of
material to be dredged from the river and excavated as a result of river widening.

3.3.39

As with Options B and C the potential impacts upon bridges within Enniscorthy and also
the roads crossing those bridges need further consideration. Existing high water levels
already result in overtopping of Seamus Rafter Bridge and water levels approaching the
top of Enniscorthy Bridge. The resultant high water levels associated with retaining flood
waters within the existing channel could result in the overtopping of all three bridges within
Enniscorthy and may exacerbate localised flooding in those areas. Further investigation
would also need to be undertaken to determine if the associated extra loading placed on
those bridges could potentially lead to structural damage.

3.3.40

Option D incorporated ‘river widening’ works upstream and downstream of the town that
converts an area of existing floodplain to a new berm area of aquatic habitat. All of this
land would fall within the Slaney Valley cSAC. Medium to high flows with various
combinations of tidal influence would flood out onto this berm, thereby providing an area
alternatively exposed or under water and providing an opportunity for lamprey spawning
etc. Remedial measures would include the planting of appropriate aquatic and soft
riverbank vegetation in this area. As such, this represents a potential improvement to the
flora and fauna aspect of the cSAC designation as the incorporation of berms throughout
this length could actually increase habitat diversity.

3.3.41

Re-grading the riverbed under both the Railway Bridge and Enniscorthy Bridge would
remove the existing obstacles to upstream migration and may facilitate fish movement in
these areas. Fish are currently held in pools downstream of these obstructions until water
levels are high enough to progress further upstream. Consequently, greater numbers of
returning fish would be able to reach the spawning grounds further upstream and this could
also have knock-on positive effects for otters, etc. The nature of this scheme option does
benefit from mitigation measures such as fish passes to facilitate upstream migration, etc.
and these could bring about further benefit.

3.3.42

While flood events are short-lived, they can produce dramatic erosion and accretion on the
River Slaney, however, as the range of extreme flow velocities throughout the scheme
would reduce, the degree of sediment erosion, transportation and deposition would be
lower than those which occur at-present. This represents a potential improvement to the
geomorphology aspect of this cSAC.

3.3.43

This scheme produced a greater reduction in velocity in the area upstream of Enniscorthy
and an overall effect of having lower velocities in this upstream area than through the town.
Geomorphology is more stable under Option D than that which currently occurs. With this,
the low velocities in the upstream stretch ensures that sediment load transported into the
area from further upstream would either deposit out in this area or, due to the higher
velocities within the town, would be transported safely to the area downstream of the town.
This implies that Option D removes the risk of failure of the scheme at flows smaller than
the design flow that could result from build-up of sediments within the town.

3.3.44

The effect of flooding on health and safety is reduced in the “Natural Failure” case when a
flood greater than the design flood occurs. The extent of flooding within the town would be
reduced and flood depths would be between 0.5 and 1.25m lower than under present
conditions, i.e. if the town remained unprotected so the likelihood of loss-of-life would,
therefore, be reduced.

3.3.45

A “Sediment Trap” is to be constructed at the upstream extent of this lower velocity area;
this would remove the dangerous sediment transporting into the scheme area. This
“Sediment Trap” would take the form of a wide short stretch of river with large boulders
capable of dissipating floodwater energy. This also means that sediment removal would
be located at this site thereby reducing the impact of future scheme maintenance.

Table 3.1

Summary of the Potential Impacts

Description of Impact

Option
Do Nothing

B

C

D

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

O

O
O

O

O
O

O
O

Human Beings

Residential property and community
Local employment
Local economic effects
Health and safety
Angling access (construction)
Angling access (operation)
Recreational navigation
Emergency access
Amenity (construction)
Amenity (operation)
Visual amenity (construction)
Traffic (construction)
Traffic (operation)

na

na

Fauna

Otters (construction)

na

Otter habitat (operation)
Badgers (construction)

O
na

Badger habitat (operation)
Bat roosts (construction)
Fish and their habitat (construction)
Fish and their habitat (operation)
Birds and their habitat (construction)
Birds and their habitat (operation)

O
O
na
O
na
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

Freshwater pearl mussel
Re-suspended sediments (construction)

O
na

O
O

O
?
?
?

O

Contaminant mobilisation effects (construction)
Contaminant mobilisation effects (operation)

O

-

na
?

?
?

?
?

Flora

Designated sites (construction)
Designated sites (operation)
Terrestrial habitat (construction)
Terrestrial habitat (operation)
Aquatic habitat (construction)
Aquatic habitat (operation)
Protected species

na
na
na
O
na
O
O

Soils and Geology
Geomorphology

O

Drainage
Geological deposits

O
O
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-

?
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O

O

O

O

O
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Description of Impact

Option
Do Nothing

C

D

O

O

O

O

?
O

O

B

Water

Hydrological regime
Accidental spillages
Re-suspended sediments (construction)
Re-suspended sediments (operation)
Contaminant mobilisation (construction)
Contaminant mobilisation (operation)
Abstractions/Discharges (construction)
Abstractions/Discharges (operation)

O
O
na
O
na
?
na
O

Air, Noise and Vibration
Air, noise and vibration (construction)
Air, noise and vibration (operation)

?
?

?
?

?
?

O

O

O

na
O

O

O

O

O

?

?

?

O

O

O

O
O
O

?
O
O

?
O
O

O

O
O

Climate

Climate change
The Landscape

Urban/riverside landscape character
Floodplain landscape

O
O

Material Assets

Railway lines (including bridges)
Roads (including bridges)
Soil resources
Water resources
Navigation

?
?
O
O
O

Cultural Heritage

Historic monuments
Unknown heritage resource

O

O

Key:

O
na

Positive Impact (major)
Positive Impact (moderate)
Positive Impact (minor)
Positive Impact (negligible)
No Anticipated Impact
Not applicable
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Negative Impact (major)
Negative Impact (moderate)
Negative Impact (minor)
Negative Impact (negligible)
Potential Impact

?
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Table 3.2
Qualifyin
g
Species /
Habitats
Atlantic
salmon

Summary of the Potential Impacts upon cSAC Qualifying Spe cies
Potential Impacts for Option

A
None

B
Construction: Negligible
negative impact
predicted provided ERFB
close season is adhered
to.
Operation: Potential for
increased erosion
downstream of bridges
leading to increased
difficulty for fish to migrate
upstream.
Potential minormoderate negative

impact without mitigation.
Successful mitigation
measures (such as
construction of fish
passes) should reduce or
completely avoid the
potential impact.
Otter

Freshwater
pearl mussel

None

None

Construction: existing
human activity within the
town and the small area of
river frontage to be
affected at any one time
result in a negligible
negative impact
Operation: a potential
short-term increase in
upstream flooding (during
high water events) result
in a potential minor
negative impact

Nearest populations
thought to be
approximately 20km
upstream. Therefore no
impact anticipated.
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C
Construction: Negligible
negative impact
predicted provided ERFB
close season is adhered to.
Operation: Dredging of
river channel could result in
removal of in-river
obstacles, thereby aiding
upstream migr ation and
increasing the number of
returning and spawning
salmon. As a result there is
a potential minor to
moderate positive
impact.

Construction: An
additional 1.5km of
bankside habitat (20+ha)
will be disturbed
downstream consequently
a minor to moderate
negative impact is
predicted.
Operation: Widening of
channel downstream will
create a new berm that will
represent approximately
20+ha of new riparian
habitat. As such a minor
to moderate pos itive
impact is predicted.

Nearest populations
thought to be
approximately 20km
upstream. Therefore no
impact anticipated.
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D
Construction: Minor
negative impact predicted
(due to increased area of
works) provided ERFB close
season is adhered to.
Operation: Dredging of river
channel could result in
removal of in-river obstacles,
thereby aiding upstream
migration and increasing the
number of returning and
spawning salmon. As a
result there is a potential
minor to moderate
positive impact.

Construction: In total
approximately 2.5km of
bankside habitat, upstream
and downstream of
Enniscorthy, will be
disturbed (approximately
40+ha). A minor to
moderate negative impact
is predicted.
Construction: River
widening will result in the
destruction of an otter holt.
A moderate negative
impact is predicted in the
short-term. Successful
mitigation measures
(construction of artificial otter
holts) should reduce or
completely avoid the
potential impact.
Operation: W idening of
channel up and downstream
will create a new berm that
will represent approximately
40+ha of new riparian
habitat. As such a minor to
moderate positive impact
is predicted.
Nearest populations thought
to be approximately 20km
upstream. Therefore no
impact anticipated.
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Qualifyin
g
Species /
Habitats

Potential Impacts for Option

D

B

C

None

Construction: Negligible
negative impact
predicted provided ERFB
close season is adhered
to.

Construction: Negligible
negative impact
predicted provided ERFB
close season is adhered
to.
Operation: Dredging of
river channel could result
in removal of in-river
obstacles, thereby aiding
upstream migr ation and
increasing the number of
spawning individuals. As
a result there is a potential
minor to moderate
positive impact.

Allis / twaite
shad

None

Construction: Negligible
negative impact
predicted provided ERFB
close season is adhered
to.

Construction: Negligible
negative impact
predicted provided ERFB
close season is adhered
to.
Operation: Dredging of
river channel could result
in removal of in-river
obstacles, thereby aiding
upstream migr ation and
increasing the number of
spawning individuals. As
a result there is a potential
minor to moderate
positive impact.

Construction: Minor
negative impact predicted
(due to increased area of
works) provided ERFB close
season is adhered to.
Operation: Dredging of river
channel could result in
removal of in-river obstacles,
thereby aiding upstream
migration and increasing the
number of spawning
individuals. As a result there
is a potential minor to
moderate positive impact.

Mudflats
Estuaries
Floating river
vegetation

None
None
None

None
None
The nearest construction
works are approximately
4km upstream of the
nearest known population
of short-leaved water
starwort. Consequently,
no impact is anticipated.
None

None
None
The nearest construction
works are approximately
3km upstream of the
nearest known population
of short-leaved water
starwort. Consequently, no
impact is anticipated.
None

None
None
The nearest construction
works are approximately
4km upstream of the nearest
known population of shortleaved water starwort.
Consequently, no impact is
anticipated.
None

None

None

None

Lamprey
(river, sea,
brook)

Alluvial
forests
Old sessile
oak woods

A

None
None
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Construction: Minor
negative impact predicted
(due to increased area of
works) provided ERFB close
season is adhered to.
Operation: Dredging of river
channel could result in
removal of in-river obstacles,
thereby aiding upstream
migration and increasing the
number of spawning
individuals. As a result there is
a potential minor to
moderate positive impact.

3.3.46

3.3.47

Natural Failure Scenario
The potential impacts that would arise from failure of the defences provided by the three
intervention options (i.e. Options B, C, and D) were also examined. Each option ensured
that flooding will not occur for events up to the magnitude of the 100-year ‘design flood’
and the design and construction of each element of the successful option, such as a flood
defence wall, etc., ensure that failure will not occur, for example, due to a wall collapse. A
flood defence scheme, however, will fail when a flood greater than the design standard
occurs; as it is natural that something will fail when operating beyond its design limits, this
is referred to as ‘natural failure’. The events taken into account in this assessment are
those greater than the 100-year ‘design flood’ and less than the 500-year event. The
impact of the resulting flooding for each option was assessed against the degree of
flooding that the same event would cause under the do-nothing (present-day) condition
over a period of 50 years. The likelihood of such extreme events occurring is low and this
is taken into account in estimating that the likely damage to properties alone under
present-day conditions, over a period of 50 years, has been estimated at €27.6M. The
amount by which each of the three options increases or reduces this damage was used to
evaluate each option’s performance. It transpired that the three options operate quite
differently in this mode.
Table 3.3 summarises the key and potentially significant impacts that could arise as a
result of a failure of the three defence options through the town of Enniscorthy. The table
summarises the impacts likely as a result of a single natural failure event, and does not
identify the potential cumulative impacts if this occurred more than once. In addition, the
impacts examined are only those that would be significantly affected by such an event,
which concerns short-term impacts only.

Summary of Impacts as a Result of Natural Failure during a Flood
Event
Option
Description of Impact
Present-day

Table 3.3

(i.e. No Scheme)

B

C

D

€43.4M

€44.6M

€32.2M

€30.7M

Human Beings
Property damage/costs
Residential property and community
Health and safety
Emergency access
Amenity
Traffic access
Material Assets

Railway lines (including bridges)
Roads (including bridges)
Cultural Heritage

Historic monuments
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3.3.48

Option B uses high demountable defences to hold the flood within the river and, in so
doing, removes the presently available opportunity to floodwaters of flowing down along
the quays and riverside roads. As a result, Option B produces flood levels within the
channel that are between 0.8m and 1.1m higher than those that would occur if no scheme
was in place. During the “Natural Failure” scenario, therefore, water would overtop the
defences so flooding in the town would be between 0.8m and 1.1m deeper than would
occur if no defences were erected and, obviously, the flooded area would also be more
extensive. This flooding would also remain longer due to inherent difficulties in removing
elements of the defences to aid release of waters back to the river.

3.3.49

The prospect of additional damage, and the increased risks associated with it, means that
the Flood Forecasting and Warning System that forms part of Option B would also need to
provide a “Natural Failure” warning. It would, therefore, need to distinguish between floods
that are less than the design flood (so that defences could be put in place) and floods that
are greater than the design flood (when the defences should not be erected thereby
leaving the town to flood to its normal depth and save it from the additional extent and
depth that would be produced by the defences). If, however, either the warning system
failed to recognise a “Natural Failure” condition or gave a false “Natural Failure” warning
(i.e. the system registered the event as being greater than the design flood and it was not)
then the town would be allowed flood (i.e. both would incur additional flooding damage.)
The likely additional damage to properties, over a period of 50 years, has been estimated
at €6.9M.

3.3.50

With Option B “Natural Failure” would also negatively impact health and safety as the
resulting 3m to 4m flood depths carry with them a significant likelihood of loss-of-life, etc.
As the extent, depth and duration of flooding are increased, traffic would also be disrupted
leading to delays in the emergency response services further impacting health and safety.
It is also reasonable to conclude that local employment and the local economy would
suffer.

3.3.51

Option C uses defence walls to hold the flood within the river and, in so doing, removes the
opportunity to floodwaters of flowing down along the quays and riverside roads. Unlike
Option B, however, it compensates for this loss by increasing the conveyance capacity of
the channel through additional engineering measures so that flood depths would be
between 0.25m and 0.5m lower than those under present conditions. This means that the
effect of flooding is reduced in the “Natural Failure” case as flood depths would be between
0.25m and 0.5m lower than those under present conditions (i.e. if the town had remained
unprotected). The likely reduction in damage to properties alone, over a period of 50
years, has been estimated at €11.2M.

3.3.52

For Option C “Natural Failure” would also reduce the impact that flooding has in
Enniscorthy on health and safety as the extent, depth and duration of flooding are reduced
and, as traffic would experience less disruption, obstruction and delays in the emergency
response services would reduce thereby further reducing the risk to health and safety. It is
also reasonable to conclude that local employment and the local economy would
consequently benefit.

3.3.53

Option D also uses defence walls to hold the flood within the river. Like Option C, it
compensates for this loss by increasing the conveyance capacity of the channel through
additional engineering measures, however, its measures lower flood depths by between
0.5m and 1.25m below those that pertain under present conditions. This means that the
effect of flooding is reduced in the “Natural Failure” case (i.e. flood depths would be
between 0.5m and 1.25m lower than those that would pertain under present conditions if

the town had remained unprotected). The likely reduction in damage to properties alone,
over a period of 50 years, has been estimated at €12.7M.
3.3.54

Similarly, Option D goes further than Option C in reducing the impact of “Natural Failure”
flooding in Enniscorthy on health and safety as the extent, depth and duration of flooding
are additionally reduced and, as traffic would also experience even less disruption,
obstruction and delays in the emergency response services are minimised thereby further
reducing the risk to health and safety. It is also reasonable to conclude that local
employment and the local economy would consequently benefit most from this option.

3.3.55

The key factor influencing the potential impacts is the increase or decrease in the extent,
depth and duration of flooding resulting from the natural failure scenario. Option B would
result i n an increase (0.8m to 1m) in depth of flo odi ng above those at present, Option C
would result in a decrease (0.25m to 0.5m) in the depth of flooding above those at present,
and Option D would result in a decrease (0.5m to 1.25m) in the depth of flooding. It is
clear that, as Option B increases flooding it would result in impacts of greater magnitude
than the do-nothing scenario (Option A), with reductions in the scale and magnitude of
impacts occurring as a result of Options C and D. It is determined that due to the
significant reduction in flood depths as a result of Option D, this option performs well in
reducing the impacts of such an event, and also copes well with possible changes in
hydrology and flooding types that could arise as a result of climate change.

3.3.56

Recommendations
The economic and social costs of doing nothing (i.e. Option A) are of such significance that
this would be unacceptable in terms of a sustainable flood defence option. Furthermore,
although little quantifiable detail is available, the potential effects of climate change could
result in negative consequences for migratory fish species. This would occur as a result of
hydrological and geomorphological changes.

3.3.57

Options B, C and D prevent the negative social and economic effects of doing nothing but
all result in both human and natural environment impacts. Many of the disturbance
impacts associated with the construction phase of the three options are short-term in
nature and would cease on completion of the works, so the dominant aspects in
characterising the sustainability of the options are the long term impacts, except for the
historic environment. Options C and D have the potential to disturb features of
archaeological and historical interest due to the works to the bridges, dredging and river
widening. However, the majority of impacts during construction can be avoided or
minimised through appropriate mitigation measures.

3.3.58

In terms of the long-term effect on the human environment, Option B results in a
significantly greater visual impact due to the necessity for higher flood walls and
embankments, though some of these are demountable and therefore temporary in nature.
Option D results in the least visual impact.

3.3.59

In terms of the effects on the river as a feature (and linked with its associated habitats and
species), Options C and D have a significant potential to affect the hydrology and
geomorphology of the river, such that potentially significant impacts could occur on the
designated site (cSAC), as well as protected species (salmon and otter), as well as
species for which the river is designated. Option B also has the potential to affect the
hydrology of the river, however, the extent to which this could occur is significantly less
than for Options C and D. At present, there is insufficient information to quantify the
potential effects, however, it is stated in the engineering reports that design features would
2009

be incorporated that would avoid alteration to the hydrological regime, thereby limiting the
impact on the natural environment to the construction phase impacts and footprint of each
option. Consequently, Option D would reduce the potential visual impact of the scheme,
and create additional river and bankside habitat, to a greater degree than Option C.
Option C also provides similar benefit but not at as great a scale as Option D, but greater
than Option B. Furthermore, Option D could also incorporate measures that would
alleviate potential impacts resulting from the physical alteration arising from climate change
effects, particularly on the migratory fish species.
3.3.60

When the natural failure scenario is incorporated it is evident that Option D results in far
less risks to the built and human environment, and appears overall to minimise impacts on
the human and natural environment, as well as minimising risks, and providing an adaptive
approach to climate change effects.

3.4

Proposed Drainage Scheme

3.4.1

Enniscorthy Drainage Scheme utilises works to improve flow conveyance, and
containment measures to prevent flooding within Enniscorthy. The scheme contains a
number of localised measures including the removal of Seamus Rafter Bridge and its
replacement with a bridge downstream of the Riverside Park Hotel.

3.4.2

The scheme detail and layout are described based on the type of works proposed, and
these are then broken down into discreet sections of the river, running from downstream to
upstream.

3.4.3

3.4.4

3.4.5

Increa se Conveyance and Flow Diversion
A key part of the scheme entails deepening and/or widening along various sections of the
river in and adjacent to Enniscorthy. These river works are essential in reducing the flood
water levels which minimises the amount of wall raising that is required, but furthermore,
the in-river works are also designed to reduce and remove obstructions to fish (salmon,
trout, shad, eel, and lamprey) passage, as well as to enhance the environment for
protected species such as otter in order to enhance the overall characteristics of the
Slaney Valley cSAC.

Downstream of the Riverside Park Hotel
A flood diversion channel will extend from the left bank of the river opposite the
downstream end of the Riverside Park Hotel (Grid Reference 297440 139290), running
across the meadows to the south for a distance of 1.25km and re-entering the river at
chainage 3600, as shown on Figure 3.4. The channel would be 25m wide at its base and
approximately 33m wide or more at ground level, and it would be between 3.5m and 4.0m
below ground level. A long section of the Diversion Channel is presented in Figure 3.5.
The upstream end of the Diversion Channel (opposite from the Riverside Park Hotel) will
be controlled by a weir system with a crest height set at approximately 2.10m Malin (4.75m
Poolbeg). However, the weir crest level will be defined in the Detailed Design Phase, and
this will be agreed with the Eastern Regional Fisheries Board (ERFB) and the National
Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS). The weir will also contain a fish passage in the event
of any fish entering the Diversion Channel during low flow conditions. The fish pass will be
designed in the Detailed Design Phase, and the design will be agreed with the ERFB and
the NPWS.
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Figure 3.4

Diversion Channel Location and Extent

Mott MacDonald Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) Appendix B
Figure B-1 Option B- Flood Walls (Demountable)

Mott MacDonald Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) Appendix B
Figure B-2 Option C-Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Limited Dredging within the Town.

Mott MacDonald Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) Appendix B
Figure B-3 – Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Limited Dredging downstream of the Town.

Mott MacDonald Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) Appendix B
Figure B-4 Option D- Flood Walls, Local Alleviation Measures and Dredging within the Town

Mott MacDonald Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) Appendix B

Figure B-5 Option D River Widening Downstream of the Town

Mott MacDonald Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) Appendix B
Figure B-6 Option C-River Widening upstream of the Town

Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme

Bridgeworks

Project Review Report
Scheme Analysis and Evaluation of Bridge Outline Designs
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Project Objectives
Stage I
Scheme Development. Familiarisation and Review of the Existing
Preferred Scheme and Outline Design

Stage II

Public Display & Information and Detailed Design

Stage III
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Stage V

Handover of Works
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Plan Location of Current Proposed Bridge
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Fig. 3.4

Noting Low Lying Topography
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Option 1
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Ratoath
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Cable Stay Option

Fig. 3.10

James Joyce Bridge, Dublin

Glanmire Road Railway Bridge

Option 6

Extradosed

Table 3.1
Bridge Type

Cable-stayed and Extradosed Bridges
Average Stay Angle
(deg.)

Proposed Extrados Bridge Arrangement

Span Arrangement

Cable Load
% Dead Load

Cable Load
% Live Load

Superstructure

Extradosed Tendons

Intermediate Piers / Pylons

Option 7

Multispan Asymmetric Steel Box with Composite Deck

Amenity Areas

Fig. 3.12

View of Existing Playground West Side

Fig. 3.13

Examples of Play Areas Below Bridges and Lightweight Canopies
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4.1
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4.2

Review of the Road Network
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Fig. 4.1

Road Network Adjacent to Existing Seamus Rafter Bridge, Enniscorthy

Wexford Road (N11
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Abbey Quay (N11)

Fig. 4.2

Shannon Quay View North Towards Enniscorthy Bridge

Fig. 4.3

Abbey Quay View North Along the N11

Fig. 4.4

Preferred Location of Proposed Structure

4.3

Other Transport Infrastructure

4.3.1

Bus Services

4.3.2

Cycle Facilities

4.3.3

Pedestrian Facilities

4.3.4

HGV Facilities
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Taxi Facilities

4.4

Existing Traffic Conditions

AM Peak

Evening Peak

Fig. 4.5

2008 AM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

Figure 4.6: 2008 PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

4.5

Other Road & Transportation Schemes

4.5.1

M11 Gorey to Enniscorthy PPP Scheme

4.5.2

Wexford County Development Plan 2013

2019

Objective T10

4.5.3

Draft Enniscorthy Town & Environs Development Plan 2014 - 2020

Objective T01

Objective T07

General Road Objective T23

General Road Objective T24

Fig. 4.7

Map 12 Objectives Extract from the Draft Enniscorthy Town & Environs
Development Plan 2014 - 2020

4.6

Previous Traffic Studies

4.7

Traffic Model Scoping

Fig. 4.8

Proposed Extent of S-Paramics Micro-simulation Assessment of Enniscorthy
Town

5.

LINK ROAD AND JUNCTION STRATEGY

5.1

Review of the Bridge Location Options

5.1.1

Seamus Rafter Bridge Online Option
New River
Slaney Bridge Crossing at Enniscorthy, Preliminary Bridge Options Report,
September 2008

5.1.2

Seamus Rafter Bridge Offline Option

5.1.3

Preferred Bridge Location

5.2

Environmental Traffic Cells

6.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

6.1

Receiving Environment

Salmo salar
Salmo trutta
Desk Study

Table 6.1
Site Name

Natura 2000 Sites within 15km of the Site Location
Site
Code

Distance
from Study
Area (km)

Qualifying Interests

Site Name

Site
Code

Distance
from Study
Area (km)

Qualifying Interests

Anguilla anguilla
Osmerus eperlanus
pers comm

Phalacrocorax carbo
et al

Protected Species

Table 6.2

Protected Species Recorded by NBDC within 2km of the Site

Species Recorded

Table 6.4

Most recent
date recorded

Suitable
Habitat Within
the Site

Suitable Habitat
within Construction
Footprint

Protected Species Recorded by NPWS within 1km of the Site

Species

Sample
Location

Record
Type

Comment

Meles
meles
Meles
meles
Meles meles

Lutra lutra

Invasive Species

Impatiens glandulifera
Elodea canadensis

Fallopia japonica
Prunus laurocerasus

Date

Fig. 6.1

Protected Sites within 15km of the Study Area

6.2

Review of EIS

Key Likely Significant Impacts & Mitigation Measures

Likely Significant Effects

Key Mitigation Measures

6.3

Existing Surveys

6.4

Recommended Surveys

6.5

Environmental Impact Assessment of the Proposed Bridge Options and
Mitigation

6.5.1

General

Ecological Mitigation Measures

6.6

Environmental

Archaeology & Cultural Heritage Impacts

6.7

Environmental

Impact on River & Aquatic Ecology

6.7.1

Environmental

Impact on Terrestrial Ecology

6.7.2

Environmental

Socio-Economic / Material Assets

Fig. 6.2

6.8

Draft Enniscorthy Town & Environs Development Plan 2014

Environmental

Air Quality

2020

6.9

Environmental

Noise & Vibration

6.10

Environmental

Landscape & Visual Impact

Proposals for new development should take into consideration the need to preserve
protected views and should be sympathetic to the valued aspects or defining
character of the views, including their background and general setting. Development
must not detract from a protected view. Hence, the height or design of new buildings
within or adjacent to the sightline between the two places may be limited so as to
preserve the ability to see the landmark as a focus of the view.

development does not detract from such views. In evaluating planning applications
for development in the foreground of any protected views, consideration shall be
given to the effect such development may have on the view or prospect

to protect views of special amenity value
sympathetic to the valued aspects or defining characters of the
views

6.11

Comparative Analysis Summary

Table 6.6

Summary Comparison of Impacts on Ecological Sites of Seven Bridge Options
Constraints

Bridge Options
Option 1a

Option 2a

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7

Least
Preferred
Least
Preferred
Least
Preferred
Least
Preferred

Least
Preferred

Overall Rank

Intermediate

Intermediate

Least
Preferred

Least
Preferred

Least
Preferred

Least
Preferred

Least
Preferred

Least
Preferred

Least
Preferred

Preferred

7.

RIVER SLANEY BRIDGE
Review of Constraints and IE Interfaces

Iarnród Éireann

Conveyance Area and Flood Relief

7.1

Aesthetic Merit and Appropriateness

7.1.1

Introduction

7.1.2

Architectural Review

7.1.3

Option 1 Three-Span Haunched Girder Deck

7.1.4

Option 2 Three-Span Haunched Concrete Box-Beam

7.1.5

Option 3 Three-Span Constant Depth Concrete Box-Beam

7.1.6

Option 4 Arch

7.1.7

Option 5 Cable Stay

7.1.8

Option 6 Extradosed Bridge

7.1.9

Option 7 Asymmetrical Box Girder

7.1.10 Aesthetic Rating

7.2

Durability and Future Maintenance Needs

7.2.1

General

7.2.2

Option 1 Three-Span Haunched Girder Deck
Substructure

Bearings and Joints

Superstructure

Where weathering steel shall be used in the
design for structures, the environmental criteria shall be "severe" as defined in the
NRA Addendum to BD 7/01
For atmospheric conditions defined by
allowance shall be 1.5 mm per surface

Parapets and Guardrails

7.2.3

Option 2 Three-Span Haunched Concrete Box Beam
Substructure

Bearings and Joints

Superstructure

Parapets and Guardrails
7.2.4

Option 3 Three-Span Constant Depth Concrete Box Beam
Substructure
Bearings and Joints

Superstructure

Parapets and Guardrails
7.2.5

Option 4 Arch
Substructure

Bearings and Joints

Superstructure

Parapets and Guardrails

7.2.6

Option 5 Cable Stay
Substructure

Bearings and Joints

Superstructure

Parapets and Guardrails

7.2.7

Option 6 Extradosed Bridge
Substructure

Bearings and Joints

Superstructure

Parapets and Guardrails

7.2.8

Option 7 Asymmetric Box Girder
Substructure
Bearings and Joints

Superstructure

Parapets and Guardrails

7.3

Hydraulic Consideration

A first order approximation of the effect on flood water levels
downstream of the proposed Enniscorthy Flood Alleviation Scheme shows that the
100-Year flood level at Edermine Bridge would increase from 2.994m OD to 3.001m
OD (Malin), i.e. it increases 0.0066m or 6.6mm. While the proposed works reduce
the available area of flood plain to some extent, it is considered that this will only

7.4

Buildability

7.4.1

General

7.4.2

Option 1 Three-Span Haunched Girder Deck

Fig. 7.1

Fig. 7.2

Bridge Steelwork Fabrication

Bridge Steelwork Erection with TW for Cantilever

Fig. 7.3

Fig. 7.4

Typical Sequence

Typical Section

Fig. 7.5

Fig. 7.6

Cantilever Form

Staged Deck Construction

Fig. 7.7

7.4.3

Plan View of 4 Beam Arrangement

Option 2 Three-Span Haunched Concrete Box Beam

Fig. 7.8

Balanced Cantilever Method of Construction

Fig. 7.9

Balanced Cantilever Pier Head

Pier Segments

Fig. 7.10

Work Platform for Segment on Pier Formwork

Closing Segments

Standard Segments

Fig. 7.11

General View of a Form Traveller

7.4.4

Option 3 Three-Span Constant Depth Concrete Box Beam

Fig. 7.12

Typical Launching Sequence

Fig. 7.12a

Typical Launching Sequence

Fig. 7.13

Brides Glen Bridge During Launching

7.4.5

Option 4 Arch

Fig. 7.14

Typical Arch Over River

7.4.6

Option 5 Cable Stay

Fig. 7.15

Bridge During Segment Erection

7.4.7

Option 6 Extradosed Bridge

Fig. 7.16

Fig. 7.17

3 Span Extradosed Bridge

Low Level Intermediate Pylons

7.4.8

Option 7 Asymmetrical Box Girder

7.5

Construction and Whole Life Cost

Table 7.5.1

Construction Cost and Whole Life Cost Estimates
Option 1
Weathering Steel

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7
Weathering Steel

Option 7
Painted Steel

1.00

1.00

1.00

Drawing No.

Total Construction Cost
Whole Life Cost

1,423

Construction + Whole Life Cost
Pro-rata Costs for Design Option Comparison
Pro-rata factor for bridge length
and width to provide equivalent
structure cost

1.30

Total Construction Cost
Whole Life Cost
Construction + Whole Life Cost

,112

1.30

1.30

1.10

1.10

Basis of Cost Estimate
The cost estimate for the options is base on the following basis;

7.6

Conformity with National EU Design Codes and NRA/DMRB Standards

7.7

Residential Disruption / Impact During and Post Construction

Table 7.7

Quantities of Significant Elements of Works (prorata to give
equivalent structures)
Option 1

Services
Diversions
3

Excavation (m )
3

Deposition (m )
Imported
3
material (m )
Piling (No) See
Note 1
Insitu concrete
3
(m )
Precast
Elements (t)
Structural
Steelwork (t)
Craneage
(approx days)
Notes

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7

7.8

Integration with the Flood Defence Scheme

7.9

Traffic Interference During Construction of the Bridge

Table 7.9

Traffic Interference (Road and Rail)
Option 1

Approx
Diversion
Days N11
Approx
Diversion
Days N30
Approx
Absolute
Possessions

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7

7.10

Safety

All Options

Option 1 and 7

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Options 5 and 6

Option 5

7.11

Services

7.11.1 General

East Bank (N11)

East Bank (River level)

West bank (River level)

West bank (N30)

Table 7.11.1

Impact on Existing Services

Option 1

Option 2

East Bank (N11)

West Bank (River level)

West Bank (N30)

7.11.2 Diversions
Watermain/Stormwater

ESB Overhead

Eircom Underground

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7

7.12

Geotechnical Conditions

Regional Geology at Bridge Site

Fig. 7.18

Summary of Regional Geology in South East Ireland

Fig. 7.19

Extract from Geological Survey of Ireland Solid Geology Map (Sheet 23)
Showing Location of the Proposed Crossing

Fig. 7.20

Geological Cross Section at Location Indicated on Fig. 34

7.13

Other Relevant Factors
Category of Design Check

Wind Tunnel Testing

Topographical Survey

Geotechnical Investigation

Consultation with Interested Parties

8.

CONCLUSION

Table 8.1

Evaluation of Options

Aesthetic Merit
Appropriateness for
Site
9 to 10

Provides an excellent response
to place in terms of visual
impact - provides a slender
arrangement that elegantly
responds to the landscape and
threshold between town and
country

7 to 8

Provides a good response to
place in terms of visual impact

5 to 6

Provides a fair response to
place in terms of visual impact

3 to 4

Provides a poor response to
place in terms of visual impact

0-2

Arrangement is not considered
appropriate in orientation or to
the location

Option 1
Weathering Steel

Option 1 Painted Steel
provided to give
comparison with
Option 7 Painted Steel

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7 Weathering
Steel

Option 7 Painted
Steel

3

3

3

5

5

2

4

9

9

Vehicular, Cycle and
Pedestrian Traffic
Aspects

Option 1
Weathering Steel

Option 1 Painted Steel
provided to give
comparison with
Option 7 Painted Steel

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7 Weathering
Steel

Option 7 Painted
Steel

6

6

6

6

6

4

4

6

6

7

7

7

5

2

6

5

9

9

8

4

5

5

2

2

5

8

4

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

7

7

6

6

6

4

4

7

7

All of the options require
diversion to the south of the
town. All of the Options can be
developed to provide vehicular,
pedestrian and cyclist facilities.
Options 5 and 6 cable
arrangements would clash with
any proposed access
arrangements to riverside.
Equal Score with 2 point
reduction for Option 5 and 6
Environmental
Impact
9 to 10

Preferred arrangement in 6
criteria

7 to 8

Preferred arrangement in
excess of 4 criteria

5 to 6

Least preferred in 2 or less
criteria

3 to 4

Least preferred in excess of 2
criteria

1 to 2

Least preferred in 4 or more
criteria

Durability and
Maintenance needs quantified by whole
life cost
9 to 10

WLC less than or equal to 200K

7 to 8

WLC greater than 200k less
than 400k

5 to 6

WLC greater than 400k less
than 600k

3 to 4

WLC greater than 600k less
than 800k

1 to 2

WLC greater than 800k

Hydraulic
considerations
With the exception of option 1
and 2 the proposed
arrangements provide deck
soffit above the identified 6.1m
flood level and it is considered
that refinements to the
alignment should achieve the
6.1m soffit level for all options all options have been given an
equal rating on this basis
Feasibility of
Construction
9 to 10

Constructed methodology
adopting commonly used
methods of construction and
readily available plant with
craneage <750t

7 to 8

Construction methodology
adopting commonly used
methods of construction that
requires cranes >750t and
specialist transportation of
elements

5 to 6

Specialist construction
techniques with proven track
record in Ireland

3 to 4

Specialist complex
construction techniques with
proven track record in Ireland

1 to 2

Specialist construction
techniques not tried and tested
in Ireland

Iarnród Éireann
impact during
construction
9 to 10

< 5 absolute possessions
anticipated

7 to 8

5 or more but less than 10
absolute possessions
anticipated

5 to 6

10 or more but less than 15
absolute possessions
anticipated

3 to 4

15 or more but less than 20
absolute possessions
anticipated

1 to 2

20 or more absolute
possessions anticipated

Iarnród Éireann
impact during
maintenance
9 to 10

Precast portal independent
railway structure

7 to 8

Fully integral concrete or
weathering steel composite
railway span with no adjacent
bearings of joint

5 to 6

Concrete or weathering steel
railway span with adjacent
bearings and/or joints

3 to 4

Steel composite railway span
utilising steel boxes as the
main longitudinal members

1 to 2

Steel composite railway span
utilising plate girders and
transverse steel cross bracing
above the railway

Option 1
Weathering Steel

Option 1 Painted Steel
provided to give
comparison with
Option 7 Painted Steel

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7 Weathering
Steel

Option 7 Painted
Steel

7

7

5

8

7

7

7

7

7

6

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

Construction Costs
based on equivalent
deck area
9 to 10

Between 7 and 8 million

7 to 8

Between 8 and 9 million

5 to 6

Between 9 and 10 million

3 to 4

Between 10 and 11 million

1 to 2

Greater than 11 million

Residential
Disruption and traffic
interference during
construction

All options assume temporary
possession of the playground
during construction

9 to 10

Earthworks movements <
2500m3 and or diversions 20
days or less to either N11 or
N30

7 to 8

Earthworks movements <
3
5000m and or diversions 20
days or less to either N11 or
N30

5 to 6

Earthworks movements
3
between 5000 and 10000m and
/ or diversions >20 days to
either N11 or N30

3 to 4

Earthworks movements
between 5000 and 10000m3 and
diversions >20 days to either
N11 or N30

1 to 2

Significant earthworks
3
movements >10000m and
significant diversions >30 days
to either N11 or N30

Integration with the
flood defence
scheme

Option 1
Weathering Steel

Option 1 Painted Steel
provided to give
comparison with
Option 7 Painted Steel

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7 Weathering
Steel

Option 7 Painted
Steel

9

9

8

7

6

2

7

9

9

7

7

8

5

6

6

6

7

7

6

6

6

6

4

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

84

76

78

77

67

62

71

92

86

The current preferred layout of
the flood defence scheme
incorporates a 25m wide flood
channel on the east side of the
river. With the exception of
option 4 which provides for a
widened river channel all of the
options can accommodate the
flood relief channel - all options
are provided with an equal
score except Option 4 which is
given a 2 point reduction
Safety
Refer to Summary of Designers
Assessment Records for
scoring
Effect on services
All Options impact existing
services on the west bank of
the river and equal scoring has
been applied
Total

9.
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APPENDIX F
Construction and Whole Life Cost Estimates

Option 1

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

Option 2

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Bridgeworks
15.214 Paul Mitchell

Option 2
Item Description

Construction Heading - Substructure End Supports
Series 100 Special preliminaries for bridge

Total

Series 500 Drainage and Service Ducts

Series 600 Earthworks

Series 1600 Piling

Series 1700 Concrete for Structures

Series 1800 Misc Metalwork

Total for Substructure End-supports (both abutments)

Quantity

Concrete Box Cantilever Option
Unit

Rate 2015

Construction Heading - Substructure Intermediate Supports
Series 600 Earthworks

Series 1600 Piling

Series 1700 Concrete for Structures

Total for for Substructure Intermediate Supports

Construction Heading - Superstructure
Series 100 Special Preliminaries

Series 1700 Concrete for Structures

Series 1800 Structural Steelwork

Series 1900 Corrosion Protection

Series 2100 Bridge Bearings

Series 2300 Movement Joints

Total for Superstructure

Construction Heading - Finishings
Series 500 Drainage and Service Ducts

Series 700 Pavements

Series 1100 Kerbs and Footways

Series 2000 Waterproofing

Series 2200 Parapets

Total for Finishings

General Summary

Option 3

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme
Bridgeworks
15.214 Paul Mitchell

Option 3
Item Description

Construction Heading - Substructure End Supports
Series 100 Special preliminaries for bridge

Total

Series 500 Drainage and Service Ducts

Series 600 Earthworks

Series 1600 Piling

Series 1700 Concrete for Structures

Series 1800 Misc Metalwork

Total for Substructure End-supports (both abutments)

Quantity

Concrete Box Incremental Launch Option
Unit

Rate 2015

Construction Heading - Substructure Intermediate Supports
Series 600 Earthworks

Series 1600 Piling

Series 1700 Concrete for Structures

Total for for Substructure Intermediate Supports

Construction Heading - Superstructure
Series 100 Special Preliminaries

Series 1700 Concrete for Structures

Series 1800 Structural Steelwork

Series 1900 Corrosion Protection

Series 2100 Bridge Bearings

Series 2300 Movement Joints

Total for Superstructure

Construction Heading - Finishings
Series 500 Drainage and Service Ducts

Series 700 Pavements

Series 1100 Kerbs and Footways

Series 2000 Waterproofing

Series 2200 Parapets

Total for Finishings

General Summary

Option 4

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

Option 5

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

Option 6

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

Option 7 - Weathering Steel

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

Option 7

Painted Steel

Construction Cost Estimate
Initial Life Cycle Cost Estimate
Whole Life Cycle Cost Estimate Summary

APPENDIX G
Design Standards

Relevant Design Standards
1.1

Eurocodes

1.2

Other Irish/European Standards

1.3

BSI Published Documents

1.4
Requirements for the Use of Eurocodes for the Design of Road Structures
NRA DMRB Standard

Status of NRA
DMRB Standard
for use with
Eurocodes

Additional guidance and/or requirements to be
applied for design in conjunction with Eurocodes
(see 2.1)

APPROVAL PROCEDURES AND GENERAL DESIGN (NRA DMRB 1)
Approval Procedures (NRA DMRB 1.1)

Other Procedural Documents (NRA DMRB 1.2)

BA
28
Evaluation
of
maintenance
costs
in
comparing
alternative
designs
for
highway
structures (NRA DMRB
1.2.2)
General Design (NRA DMRB 1.3)

BA 41 The design and
appearance of bridges (NRA
DMRB 1.3.11)

NRA DMRB Standard

Status of NRA
DMRB Standard
for use with
Eurocodes

Additional guidance and/or requirements to be
applied for design in conjunction with Eurocodes
(see 2.1)

BD 90 Design of FRP
bridges
and
highway
structures (NRA DMRB
1.3.17)
DESIGN (SUBSTRUCTURES AND SPECIAL STRUCTURES) MATERIALS (NRA DMRB 2)
Substructures (NRA DMRB 2.1)

2.2

BA 68 Crib retaining walls
(NRA DMRB 2.1.4)

NRA DMRB Standard

Status of NRA
DMRB Standard
for use with
Eurocodes

Additional guidance and/or requirements to be
applied for design in conjunction with Eurocodes
(see 2.1)

Special Structures (NRA / UK DMRB 2.2)
BD 94 Design of minor
structures (UK DMRB 2.2.1)

BD 94
applied.

to

be

None.

BD 65 Design criteria for
collision protection beams
(NRA DMRB 2.2.5)

BD 12 makes reference to a number of standards
that are in conflict with Eurocodes. Prior to the
publication of a revised version of BD 12 (As
implemented by NRA Addendum), the relevant
Eurocodes should be used in lieu of the relevant
standards.
BD 67 (As implemented by NRA Addendum) makes
reference to a number of standards that are in
conflict with Eurocodes. Prior to the publication of
a revised version of BD 67 (As implemented by NRA
Addendum), the relevant Eurocodes should be used
in lieu of the relevant standards.
BA 67 Enclosure of bridges
(NRA DMRB 2.2.8)

NRA DMRB Standard

BD
91
Unreinforced
masonry arch bridges (NRA
DMRB 2.2.14)

Status of NRA
DMRB Standard
for use with
Eurocodes

Additional guidance and/or requirements to be
applied for design in conjunction with Eurocodes
(see 2.1)

2.2

NRA DMRB Standard

Status of NRA
DMRB Standard
for use with
Eurocodes

Materials and Components (NRA DMRB 2.3)

BA 47 Waterproofing and
surfacing of concrete bridge
decks (NRA DMRB 2.3.5)

Additional guidance and/or requirements to be
applied for design in conjunction with Eurocodes
(see 2.1)

NRA DMRB Standard

Status of NRA
DMRB Standard
for use with
Eurocodes

Additional guidance and/or requirements to be
applied for design in conjunction with Eurocodes
(see 2.1)

BD
7
(As
implemented
by
NRA Addendum) to
be applied.
The
additional guidance
and/or requirements
in this annex must
also be taken into
consideration.

The requirements of BD 7 (As implemented by NRA
Addendum) are to be adopted for the design of
weathering steel structures, subject to the following
amendments.
In BD 7 (As implemented by NRA Addendum), where
reference is made to IS EN 10155, this standard has
been superseded by IS EN 10025-5, which should be
adopted.

BA 26 Expansion joints for
use in highway bridge decks
(NRA DMRB 2.3.7)

BA
36 The use of
permanent formwork (NRA
DMRB 2.3.7)

BA
82
Formation
of
continuity joints in bridge
decks (NRA DMRB 2.3.7)
BD 7 (As implemented by
NRA
Addendum)
Weathering
steel
for
highway structures (NRA
DMRB 2.3.8)

In BD 7 Clau
BA 92 Use of recycled
concrete aggregates
in
structural concrete (NRA
DMRB 2.3.9)
Paints and other Protective Coatings (NRA DMRB 2.4)

NRA DMRB Standard

Status of NRA
DMRB Standard
for use with
Eurocodes

Additional guidance and/or requirements to be
applied for design in conjunction with Eurocodes
(see 2.1)

BA 85 Coatings for concrete
highway
structures
&
ancillary structures (DMRB
2.4.3)
INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE (NRA DMRB 3)
Inspection (NRA DMRB 3.1)
BD
45
Identification
markings
of
highway
structures (NRA DMRB
3.1.1)
Maintenance (UK DMRB 3.2)

ROAD GEOMETRY (NRA DMRB 6)
Links (NRA DMRB 6.1)

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT (UK DMRB 10)
Environmental Barriers (UK DMRB 10.5)

NRA DMRB Standards & Advice Notes not to be used with Eurocodes
APPROVAL PROCEDURES AND GENERAL DESIGN (NRA DMRB 1)
General Design (NRA DMRB 1.3)

BA 40 Tack welding of reinforcing bars (NRA DMRB 1.3.4)

BA 58 Design of bridges and concrete structures with external and unbonded prestressing (NRA DMRB
1.3.10)
BA 53 Bracing systems and the use of U-frames in steel highway bridges (NRA DMRB 1.3.13)

BA 9 The use of BS 5400 Part 10: 1980 code of practice for fatigue (NRA DMRB 1.3)
BA 19 Use of BS 5400-3:1982 (NRA DMRB 1.3)
BA 24 Early thermal cracking of concrete (NRA DMRB 1.3)

BD 85 Strengthening highway structures using externally bonded fibre reinforced polymers (NRA DMRB
1.3.18)
DESIGN (SUBSTRUCTURES AND SPECIAL STRUCTURES) MATERIALS (NRA DMRB 2)
Substructures (NRA DMRB 2.1)

BA 80 Use of rock bolts (NRA DMRB 2.1.7)
Special Structures (NRA DMRB 2.2)

Materials and Components (NRA DMRB 2.3)
BA 37 Priority Ranking of Existing Parapets (NRA DMRB 2.3.2)
INSPECTION AND
MAINTENANCE (NRA DMRB 3)
This volume is not to be used with Eurocodes unless otherwise
noted in Annex C1.
Inspection (NRA DMRB 3.1)
Maintenance (NRA DMRB 3.2)
Repair (NRA DMRB 3.3)
Assessment (NRA DMRB 3.4)

1.5
Title

Related NRA Publications with amendments
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APPENDIX I
Designers Assessment Records

Made (Design/Project
Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Identified Hazard or Risk.

Scheme Name: Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme - Bridgeworks

Project Number:

Option 1
Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Deck and Parapet construction/Bridge maintenance
The proposed alignment is dictated by the height required above the flood level and the vertical
clearance to the rail. It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate harness/restraints systems
to construction staff.Temporary protection barriers should be incorporated into fabricated beams
prior to lifting to provide protection prior to the completion of permanent parapets.Adequate
permanent vehicle and pedestrian parapets will be provided.The risk is reduced/omitted further if
weathering steel is adopted which reduces the maintenance requirements for the deck.

Yes

Excavations for foundations.
It is envisaged that excavations for foundations will be required to provide suitable founding for the
bridge supports. High level pad foundations (or high level pile caps incorporating deeper piles) will
be used to reduce the risks. Protection measures will be required during any excavation works. The
risk can only be reduced as some level of excavations are necessary. The Contractor's proposals
will be examined: excavations to have safe access, safe slope angle and adequate
protection/security. Adequate PPE required. To facilitate the excavations and rehabilitation the
Contractor's proposals will be examined and temporary supports to be provided to the existing
boundary by the Contractor.

Yes

An area of alluvium woodland exists to the east side.
Works are required within the vicinity of the woodland. It is assumed that the Contractor will identify
any risk areas and establish safe systems of work.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Steel sections will require painting and concrete elements require waterproofing.
It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate PPE to all personnel. Where possible fabricated
steel elements will be painted in the fabrication factory under controlled conditions.The risk can be
reduced/omitted further if weathering steel is adopted. However, some level of on site painting (at
concrete interfaces) and waterproofing will still be necessary.Maintenance painting in service is
required including painting over the railway will require agreed method statements and safe
systems of work to be established and the agreement of IE. The risk can also be reduced/omitted
further if weathering steel is adopted.

Yes

Earthworks
Nuclear density meters required for testing compaction of earthworks - accredited laboratory and
equipment to be specified.

Yes

The western bridge span is within Irish Rail lands with high voltage overhead rail cables.
The proposed alignment requires a bridge crossing over the railway so it is not possible to design
out this risk. It is assumed that the Contractor will provide safety induction for all personnel and to
use bunting where appropriate. Method statements will require approval by Irish Rail, possessions
will be required when working within this area. Fabricated elements will incorporate permanent
formwork and protection barriers prior to lifting. A permanent H4a barrier is proposed along the
edge of the carriageway to protect traffic in service over the railway.Maintenance in the area over
the railway lands is reduced with the use of weathering steel.

Yes

The bridge construction requires working adjacent to and over the River Slaney. This is a tidal river
and subject to frequent floodi ng.
It is assumed that safety induction will be provided to all operatives, PPE and flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided to all operatives and no trip zones will be established in the vicinity of the river
edge. The contractor shall ensure works within the river are not carried out during flooding and shall
review local weather reports prior to commencing in-river works. Permanent pedestrian parapets
will be provided on both sides of the bridge to protect the public on completion. Flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided along the river edge on completion of the works for the public/maintenance
personal.

Yes

To be precluded in the contract documents

N/A

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

N/A

N/A

General Construction
The
bridge is required to be constructed in a constrained urban environment so there will be conflict with
existing traffic and public amenity areas. Construction traffic along the adjacent national and local
roads will require temporary traffic lights, traffic management and diversions to ensure safe access
to the site and for the transport of large fabricated elements. A roundabout at the tie-in and a
significant regrading of the N11 is also required which will require temporary diversions.

Yes

N/A

N/A

The River Slaney is subject to frequent flooding.
It is assumed that a safety induction will be provided to all operatives and PPE and
flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided to all operatives. The contractor shall ensure works within
the river are not carried out during flooding and shall review local weather reports prior to
commencing in-river works. Flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided along the river edge on
completion of the works for the public/maintenance personal. Maintenance personal/inspectors
shall review local weather reports prior to commencing maintenance works adjacent to the river.

Yes

Pre-fabricated elements are proposed for this option.
Elements will be fabricated in a controlled environment where possible to reduce the risks to public.
An adequate secure laydown area for crane and elements to allow the beams to be lifted will be
required. Beams will require bracing to be incorporated or temporary supports for stability of
individual beams. Agreed method statements and temporary works certs will be required prior to
lifting.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

The bridge requires tie-ins to the public roads and over the rail lines.
The risk can only be reduced as some level of integration with the existing traffic on both sides of
the bridge are necessary. The position of the proposed roundabout at the east side has been
placed further back into the cutting to enable use of the existing carriageway as a traffic diversion
during its construction.

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Yes

Slips, trips and falls are a risk on uneven ground.
All site operatives are expected to receive safety induction training. It is assumed that the
Contractor will not leave equipment in locations which will cause a hazard to personnel or the
general public. Site compounds will require secure fencing.

No

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located close to areas of exposed rock outcrops. This risk cannot be
avoided but will be minimised/managed during the works. Noise and vibration will be created during
excavations/piling operations. Limitations and monitoring to be included in the contract documents.
Complete condition survey and precision levelling on all structures with 50m of the works as part of
contract docs. Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works.

No

No water, electrical or foul services are readily available on the site
No
The site is located within both public lands and private lands and easily accessible by members of
the public.
It is assumed that the Contractor will not leave any equipment in locations which will cause a hazard
to personnel or the general publ ic. Contractor will be required to secure the site perimeter and
provide security.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions
Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located within an area of rock. This risk cannot be avoided but will be
minimised/managed during the works. Noise will be created during excavations/piling operations.
however, limitations will be incorporated into the contract documents which willl require barriers and
time restrictions for these works to minimise disruption to the adjacent hotel and local
residents.Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works during occasions of excessive
noise.

Yes

Works close to existing Services.
Desktop services tracking has been carried out - slit trench contract is required to be carried out to
confirm type, line, level and conflicts - this is currently being procured.

Yes

Temporary Stablity.
Temporary supports will also be required for this option during construction until the back spans are
made monolithic. Independent check certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works
Requirement with the contract docs.

Yes

Western span construction.
Selection of preferred option developed in consultation with IE - Develop Railway Safety Commision
Documentation - establish safe systems of work with IE.

Yes

Other parties please take note:

ab initio

Made (Design/Project
Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Identified Hazard or Risk.

Scheme Name: Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme - Bridgeworks

Project Number:

Option 2
Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Deck and Parapet construction/Bridge maintenance
The proposed alignment is dictated by the height required above the flood level and the vertical
clearance to the rail. It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate harness/restraints systems
to construction staff.Temporary protection barriers should be incorporated into precast elements to
provide protection prior to the completion of permanent parapets.Adequate permanent vehicle and
pedestrian parapets will be provided.

Yes

Excavations for foundations.
It is envisaged that excavations for foundations will be required to provide suitable founding for the
bridge supports. High level pad foundations (or high level pile caps incorporating deeper piles) will
be used to reduce the risks. Protection measures will be required during any excavation works. The
risk can only be reduced as some level of excavations are necessary. The Contractor's proposals
will be examined: excavations to have safe access, safe slope angle and adequate
protection/security. Adequate PPE required. To facilitate the excavations and rehabilitation the
Contractor's proposals will be examined and temporary supports to be provided to the existing
boundary by the Contractor.

Yes

An area of alluvium woodland exists to the east side.
Works are required within the vicinity of the woodland. It is assumed that the Contractor will identify
any risk areas and establish safe systems of work.

Yes

Concrete elements require waterproofing, maintenance of post tensionning.
It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate PPE to all personnel. Waterproofing of concrete
elements will be necessary and maintenance of post tensionning system will also be required.
Agreed method statements and safe systems of work to be established and the agreement of WCC.

Yes

Earthworks
Nuclear density meters required for testing compaction of earthworks - accredited laboratory and
equipment to be specified.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The western bridge span is within Irish Rail lands with high voltage overhead rail cables.
The proposed alignment requires a bridge crossing over the railway so it is not possible to design
out this risk. It is assumed that the Contractor will provide safety induction for all personnel and to
use bunting where appropriate. Method statements will require approval by Irish Rail, possessions
will be required when working within this area. Precast elements will incorporate protection barriers
prior to lifting. A permanent H4a barrier is proposed along the edge of the carriageway to protect
traffic in service over the railway.

Yes

The bridge construction requires working adjacent to and over the River Slaney. This is a tidal river
and subject to frequent floodi ng.
It is assumed that safety induction will be provided to all operatives, PPE and flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided to all operatives and no trip zones will be established in the vicinity of the river
edge. The contractor shall ensure works within the river are not carried out during flooding and shall
review local weather reports prior to commencing in-river works. Permanent pedestrian parapets
will be provided on both sides of the bridge to protect the public on completion. Flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided along the river edge on completion of the works for the public/maintenance
personal.

Yes

To be precluded in the contract documents

N/A

Unknown Gases/limited air/suffocation.
Works will be required to the inside of the boxes during construction/maintenance. If maintenance is
required to the inside of the boxes suitable PPE, gas monitors etc will be required.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

General Construction
The
bridge is required to be constructed in a constrained urban environment so there will be conflict with
existing traffic and public amenity areas. Construction traffic along the adjacent national and local
roads will require temporary traffic lights, traffic management and diversions to ensure safe access
to the site and for the transport of large fabricated element. A roundabout at the tie-in and a
significant regrading of the N11 is also required which will require temporary diversions.

Yes

N/A

N/A

The River Slaney is subject to frequent flooding.
It is assumed that a safety induction will be provided to all operatives and PPE and
flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided to all operatives. The contractor shall ensure works within
the river are not carried out during flooding and shall review local weather reports prior to
commencing in-river works. Flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided along the river edge on
completion of the works for the public/maintenance personal. Maintenance personal/inspectors
shall review local weather reports prior to commencing maintenance works adjacent to the river.

Yes

Pre-fabricated elements are proposed for this option.
Elements will be fabricated in a controlled environment where possible to reduce the risks to public.
An adequate secure laydown area for crane and elements to allow elements to be lifted will be
required. The balanced cantilever form of construction uses tension cables to be incorporated
through the precast elements for stability as the bridge is constructed. Agreed method statements
and temporary works certs will be required prior to lifting.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The bridge requires tie-ins to the public roads and over the rail lines.
The risk can only be reduced as some level of integration with the existing traffic on both sides of
the bridge are necessary. The position of the proposed roundabout at the east side has been
placed further back into the cutting to enable use of the existing carriageway as a traffic diversion
during its construction. It is assumed the Contractor will provide safety induction, PPE to all
personnel and provide traffic management in accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual and the
Local Authority. The Contractor shal l liaise with Irish Rail and aquire written agreement to enter the
area accompanied by Irish Rail Personnel and be provided with a safety induction by Iarnród
Eireann Personnel and hold a current Iarnród Eireann Personal Track Safety (PTS) Certificate.
Traffic management plans will be required and need to be agreed with the local authority.

Yes

Slips, trips and falls are a risk on uneven ground.
All site operatives are expected to receive safety induction training. It is assumed that the
Contractor will not leave equipment in locations which will cause a hazard to personnel or the
general public. Site compounds will require secure fencing.

No

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located close to areas of exposed rock outcrops. This risk cannot be
avoided but will be minimised/managed during the works. Noise and vibration will be created during
excavations/piling operations. Limitations and monitoring to be included in the contract documents.
Complete condition survey and precision levelling on all structures with 50m of the works as part of
contract docs. Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works.

No

No water, electrical or foul services are readily available on the site
The Contractor will need to provide independent welfare facilities. This will require agreement with
the local authority.

No

The site is located within both public lands and private lands and easily accessible by members of
the public.
It is assumed that the Contractor will not leave any equipment in locations which will cause a hazard
to personnel or the general publ ic. Contractor will be required to secure the site perimeter and
provide security.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions
Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located within an area of rock. This risk cannot be avoided but will be
minimised/managed during the works. Noise will be created during excavations/piling operations.
however, limitations will be incorporated into the contract documents which willl require barriers and
time restrictions for these works to minimise disruption to the adjacent hotel and local
residents.Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works during occasions of excessive
noise.

Yes

Works close to existing Services.
Desktop services tracking has been carried out - slit trench contract is required to be carried out to
confirm type, line, level and conflicts - this is currently being procured.

Yes

Temporary Stablity.
A travel ling form is proposed for this option. Independent check certificates for temporary works to
be included as a Works Requirement with the contract docs.
Western span construction.
Selection of preferred option developed in consultation with IE - Develop Railway Safety Commision
Documentation - establish safe systems of work with IE.
Balanced cantilever construction.
The balanced cantilever form of construction is proposed for this option. Independent check
certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the contract docs.
BBA certs will be required for materials/cables. A safety file including maintenance requirements for
tensionning elements will be required for the client.
Other parties please take note:

ab initio

Yes

Yes

Yes

Made (Design/Project
Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Identified Hazard or Risk.

Scheme Name: Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme - Bridgeworks

Project Number:

Option 3
Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Deck and Parapet construction/Bridge maintenance
The proposed alignment is dictated by the height required above the flood level and the vertical
clearance to the rail. It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate harness/restraints systems
to construction staff.Temporary protection barriers should be incorporated into precast elements to
provide protection prior to the completion of permanent parapets.Adequate permanent vehicle and
pedestrian parapets will be provided.

Yes

Excavations for foundations.
It is envisaged that excavations for foundations will be required to provide suitable founding for the
bridge supports. High level pad foundations (or high level pile caps incorporating deeper piles) will
be used to reduce the risks. Protection measures will be required during any excavation works. The
risk can only be reduced as some level of excavations are necessary. The Contractor's proposals
will be examined: excavations to have safe access, safe slope angle and adequate
protection/security. Adequate PPE required. To facilitate the excavations and rehabilitation the
Contractor's proposals will be examined and temporary supports to be provided to the existing
boundary by the Contractor.

Yes

An area of alluvium woodland exists to the east side.
Works are required within the vicinity of the woodland. It is assumed that the Contractor will identify
any risk areas and establish safe systems of work.

Yes

Concrete elements require waterproofing, maintenance of post tensionning.
It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate PPE to all personnel. Waterproofing of concrete
elements will be necessary and maintenance of post tensionning system will also be required.
Agreed method statements and safe systems of work to be established and the agreement of WCC.

Yes

Earthworks
Nuclear density meters required for testing compaction of earthworks - accredited laboratory and
equipment to be specified.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The western bridge span is within Irish Rail lands with high voltage overhead rail cables.
The proposed alignment requires a bridge crossing over the railway so it is not possible to design
out this risk. It is assumed that the Contractor will provide safety induction for all personnel and to
use bunting where appropriate. Method statements will require approval by Irish Rail, possessions
will be required when working within this area. Precast elements will incorporate protection barriers
prior to lifting. A permanent H4a barrier is proposed along the edge of the carriageway to protect
traffic in service over the railway.

Yes

The bridge construction requires working adjacent to and over the River Slaney. This is a tidal river
and subject to frequent floodi ng.
It is assumed that safety induction will be provided to all operatives, PPE and flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided to all operatives and no trip zones will be established in the vicinity of the river
edge. The contractor shall ensure works within the river are not carried out during flooding and shall
review local weather reports prior to commencing in-river works. Permanent pedestrian parapets
will be provided on both sides of the bridge to protect the public on completion. Flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided along the river edge on completion of the works for the public/maintenance
personal. Additional temporary supports within the river will be required for this option.

Yes

To be precluded in the contract documents

N/A

Unknown Gases/limited air/suffocation.
Works will be required to the inside of the boxes during construction/maintenance. If maintenance is
required to the inside of the boxes suitable PPE, gas monitors etc will be required.

Yes

General Construction
The
bridge is required to be constructed in a constrained urban environment so there will be conflict with
existing traffic and public amenity areas. Construction traffic along the adjacent national and local
roads will require temporary traffic lights, traffic management and diversions to ensure safe access
to the site. A large area will also be required for the casting yard adjacent to the N11. A roundabout
at the tie-in and a significant regrading of the N11 is also required which will require temporary
diversions.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The River Slaney is subject to frequent flooding.
It is assumed that a safety induction will be provided to all operatives and PPE and
flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided to all operatives. The contractor shall ensure works within
the river are not carried out during flooding and shall review local weather reports prior to
commencing in-river works. Flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided along the river edge on
completion of the works for the public/maintenance personal. Maintenance personal/inspectors
shall review local weather reports prior to commencing maintenance works adjacent to the river.

Yes

Pre-fabricated elements are proposed for this option.
This option proposes an incremental launched deck construction. Elements will be fabricated in a
controlled environment which will require a large area to be used as a casting yard. This form of
construction uses tension cables to be incorporated through the precast elements for stability as the
bridge is constructed. Agreed method statements and temporary works certs will be required prior
to lifting. Additional temporary supports within the existing playground area may be required for this
option.

Yes

The bridge requires tie-ins to the public roads and over the rail lines.
The risk can only be reduced as some level of integration with the existing traffic on both sides of
the bridge are necessary. The position of the proposed roundabout at the east side has been
placed further back into the cutting to enable use of the existing carriageway as a traffic diversion
during its construction. However a large area will be required to be used as a casting yard. It is
assumed the Contractor will provide safety induction, PPE to all personnel and provide traffic
management in accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual and the Local Authority. The Contractor
shall liaise with Irish Rail and aquire written agreement to enter the area accompanied by Irish Rail
Personnel and be provided with a safety induction by Iarnród Eireann Personnel and hold a current
Iarnród Eireann Personal Track Safety (PTS) Certificate. Traffic management plans will be required
and need to be agreed with the local authority.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Slips, trips and falls are a risk on uneven ground.
All site operatives are expected to receive safety induction training. It is assumed that the
Contractor will not leave equipment in locations which will cause a hazard to personnel or the
general public. Site compounds will require secure fencing.

No

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located close to areas of exposed rock outcrops. This risk cannot be
avoided but will be minimised/managed during the works. Noise and vibration will be created during
excavations/piling operations. Limitations and monitoring to be included in the contract documents.
Complete condition survey and precision levelling on all structures with 50m of the works as part of
contract docs. Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works.

No

No water, electrical or foul services are readily available on the site
The Contractor will need to provide independent welfare facilities. This will require agreement with
the local authority.

No

The site is located within both public lands and private lands and easily accessible by members of
the public.
It is assumed that the Contractor will not leave any equipment in locations which will cause a hazard
to personnel or the general publ ic. Contractor will be required to secure the site perimeter and
provide security.

Yes

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located within an area of rock. This risk cannot be avoided but will be
minimised/managed during the works. Noise will be created during excavations/piling operations.
however, limitations will be incorporated into the contract documents which willl require barriers and
time restrictions for these works to minimise disruption to the adjacent hotel and local
residents.Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works during occasions of excessive
noise.

Yes

Works close to existing Services.
Desktop services tracking has been carried out - slit trench contract is required to be carried out to
confirm type, line, level and conflicts - this is currently being procured.

Yes

Temporary Stablity.
A travel ling form is proposed for this option. Independent check certificates for temporary works to
be included as a Works Requirement with the contract docs.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions
Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Western span construction.
Selection of preferred option developed in consultation with IE - Develop Railway Safety Commision
Documentation - establish safe systems of work with IE.

Yes

Incremental launch construction.
An incremental launch form of construction is proposed for this option. Independent check
certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the contract docs.
BBA certs will be required for materials/cables. A safety file including maintenance requirements for
tensionning elements will be required for the client.

Yes

Other parties please take note:

ab initio

Made (Design/Project
Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Identified Hazard or Risk.

Scheme Name: Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme - Bridgeworks

Project Number:

Option 4
Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Deck/Parapet/Arch construction/Bridge maintenance
The proposed alignment is dictated by the height required above the flood level and the vertical
clearance to the rail. It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate harness/restraints systems
to construction staff.Temporary protection barriers should be incorporated into fabricated beams
prior to lifting to provide protection prior to the completion of permanent parapets.Adequate
permanent vehicle and pedestrian parapets will be provided.This option increases the risk of falling
from height due to the height of the arch during construction and during maintenance.

Yes

Excavations for foundations.
It is envisaged that excavations for foundations will be required to provide suitable founding for the
bridge supports. High level pad foundations (or high level pile caps incorporating deeper piles) will
be used to reduce the risks. Protection measures will be required during any excavation works. The
risk can only be reduced as some level of excavations are necessary. The Contractor's proposals
will be examined: excavations to have safe access, safe slope angle and adequate
protection/security. Adequate PPE required. To facilitate the excavations and rehabilitation the
Contractor's proposals will be examined and temporary supports to be provided to the existing
boundary by the Contractor.

Yes

An area of alluvium woodland exists to the east side.
Works are required within the vicinity of the woodland. It is assumed that the Contractor will identify
any risk areas and establish safe systems of work.

Yes

Steel sections will require painting and concrete elements require waterproofing.
It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate PPE to all personnel. Where possible fabricated
steel elements will be painted in the fabrication factory under controlled conditions. Maintenance
painting in service is required including painting at height and over the railway will require agreed
method statements and safe systems of work to be established and the agreement of IE.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Earthworks
Nuclear density meters required for testing compaction of earthworks - accredited laboratory and
equipment to be specified.

Yes

The western bridge span is within Irish Rail lands with high voltage overhead rail cables.
The proposed alignment requires a bridge crossing over the railway so it is not possible to design
out this risk. It is assumed that the Contractor will provide safety induction for all personnel and to
use bunting where appropriate. Method statements will require approval by Irish Rail, possessions
will be required when working within this area. Fabricated elements will incorporate permanent
formwork and protection barriers prior to lifting. A permanent H4a barrier is proposed along the
edge of the carriageway to protect traffic in service over the railway.

Yes

The bridge construction requires working adjacent to and over the River Slaney. This is a tidal river
and subject to frequent floodi ng.
It is assumed that safety induction will be provided to all operatives, PPE and flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided to all operatives and no trip zones will be established in the vicinity of the river
edge. The contractor shall ensure works within the river are not carried out during flooding and shall
review local weather reports prior to commencing in-river works. Permanent pedestrian parapets
will be provided on both sides of the bridge to protect the public on completion. Flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided along the river edge on completion of the works for the public/maintenance
personal.

Yes

To be precluded in the contract documents

N/A

N/A

N/A

General Construction
The
bridge is required to be constructed in a constrained urban environment so there will be conflict with
existing traffic and public amenity areas. Construction traffic along the adjacent national and local
roads will require temporary traffic lights, traffic management and diversions to ensure safe access
to the site and for the transport of large fabricated elements. A roundabout at the tie-in and a
significant regrading of the N11 is also required which will require temporary diversions.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The River Slaney is subject to frequent flooding.
It is assumed that a safety induction will be provided to all operatives and PPE and
flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided to all operatives. The contractor shall ensure works within
the river are not carried out during flooding and shall review local weather reports prior to
commencing in-river works. Flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided along the river edge on
completion of the works for the public/maintenance personal. Maintenance personal/inspectors
shall review local weather reports prior to commencing maintenance works adjacent to the river.

Yes

Pre-fabricated elements are proposed for this option.
Elements will be fabricated in a controlled environment where possible to reduce the risks to public.
An adequate secure laydown area for crane and elements to allow the arches to be lifted will be
required. Arches will require bracing to be incorporated or temporary supports for stability. Agreed
method statements and temporary works certs will be required prior to lifting.

Yes

The bridge requires tie-ins to the public roads and over the rail lines.
The risk can only be reduced as some level of integration with the existing traffic on both sides of
the bridge are necessary. The position of the proposed roundabout at the east side has been
placed further back into the cutting to enable use of the existing carriageway as a traffic diversion
during its construction. It is assumed the Contractor will provide safety induction, PPE to all
personnel and provide traffic management in accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual and the
Local Authority. The Contractor shal l liaise with Irish Rail and aquire written agreement to enter the
area accompanied by Irish Rail Personnel and be provided with a safety induction by Iarnród
Eireann Personnel and hold a current Iarnród Eireann Personal Track Safety (PTS) Certificate.
Traffic management plans will be required and need to be agreed with the local authority.

Yes

Slips, trips and falls are a risk on uneven ground.
All site operatives are expected to receive safety induction training. It is assumed that the
Contractor will not leave equipment in locations which will cause a hazard to personnel or the
general public. Site compounds will require secure fencing.

No

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located close to areas of exposed rock outcrops. This risk cannot be
avoided but will be minimised/managed during the works. Noise and vibration will be created during
excavations/piling operations. Limitations and monitoring to be included in the contract documents.
Complete condition survey and precision levelling on all structures with 50m of the works as part of
contract docs. Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works.

No

No water, electrical or foul services are readily available on the site
The Contractor will need to provide independent welfare facilities. This will require agreement with
the local authority.

No

The site is located within both public lands and private lands and easily accessible by members of
the public.
It is assumed that the Contractor will not leave any equipment in locations which will cause a hazard
to personnel or the general publ ic. Contractor will be required to secure the site perimeter and
provide security.

Yes

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located within an area of rock. This risk cannot be avoided but will be
minimised/managed during the works. Noise will be created during excavations/piling operations.
however, limitations will be incorporated into the contract documents which willl require barriers and
time restrictions for these works to minimise disruption to the adjacent hotel and local
residents.Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works during occasions of excessive
noise.

Yes

Works close to existing Services.
Desktop services tracking has been carried out - slit trench contract is required to be carried out to
confirm type, line, level and conflicts - this is currently being procured. The western pier for this
option appears to clash with the storm water pipe and a diversion may be required if this option is
progressed.

Yes

Temporary Stablity.
Significant temporary works will be required for this option during construction to lift/support the
arches, lifting/support the fabricated transverse elements until the tension cables are installed.
Independent check certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the
contract docs. Temporary works adjacent to the railway to construct the western pier are also
required for this option.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions
Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Western span construction.
Selection of preferred option developed in consultation with IE - Develop Railway Safety Commision
Documentation - establish safe systems of work with IE.

Yes

Cables to support the arch.
Vertical cables to support the deck from the arch are proposed for this option. Independent check
certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the contract docs.
BBA certs will be required for materials/cables. A safety file including maintenance requirements for
tensionning elements will be required for the client. Design to include sufficient redundancy for
repair/replacement scenarios.

Yes

Falling.
A high arch is proposed for this option and there is an additional risk of people trying to climb the
arch. A suitable detail at the base will be required to protect the arch and mitigate against this risk.

No

Other parties please take note:

ab initio

Made (Design/Project
Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Identified Hazard or Risk.

Scheme Name: Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme - Bridgeworks

Project Number:

Option 5
Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Deck/Parapet/Pylon construction/Bridge maintenance
The proposed alignment is dictated by the height required above the flood level and the vertical
clearance to the rail. It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate harness/restraints systems
to construction staff.Temporary protection barriers should be incorporated into fabricated beams
prior to lifting to provide protection prior to the completion of permanent parapets.Adequate
permanent vehicle and pedestrian parapets will be provided.This option increases the risk of falling
from height due to the height of the pylon during construction and during maintenance of
anchorages and cables.

Yes

Excavations for foundations.
It is envisaged that excavations for foundations will be required to provide suitable founding for the
bridge supports. High level pad foundations (or high level pile caps incorporating deeper piles) will
be used to reduce the risks. Protection measures will be required during any excavation works. The
risk can only be reduced as some level of excavations are necessary. The Contractor's proposals
will be examined: excavations to have safe access, safe slope angle and adequate
protection/security. Adequate PPE required. To facilitate the excavations and rehabilitation the
Contractor's proposals will be examined and temporary supports to be provided to the existing
boundary by the Contractor.

Yes

An area of alluvium woodland exists to the east side.
Works are required within the vicinity of the woodland. It is assumed that the Contractor will identify
any risk areas and establish safe systems of work.

Yes

Steel sections will require painting and concrete elements require waterproofing.
It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate PPE to all personnel. Where possible fabricated
steel elements will be painted in the fabrication factory under controlled conditions. Maintenance
painting in service is required including painting at height and over the railway will require agreed
method statements and safe systems of work to be established and the agreement of IE. This risk
is further increased for this option if a steel pylon is used as this would also require
painting/maintenance.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Earthworks
Nuclear density meters required for testing compaction of earthworks - accredited laboratory and
equipment to be specified.

Yes

The western bridge span is within Irish Rail lands with high voltage overhead rail cables.
The proposed alignment requires a bridge crossing over the railway so it is not possible to design
out this risk. It is assumed that the Contractor will provide safety induction for all personnel and to
use bunting where appropriate. Method statements will require approval by Irish Rail, possessions
will be required when working within this area. Fabricated elements will incorporate permanent
formwork and protection barriers prior to lifting. A permanent H4a barrier is proposed along the
edge of the carriageway to protect traffic in service over the railway.

Yes

The bridge construction requires working adjacent to and over the River Slaney. This is a tidal river
and subject to frequent floodi ng.
It is assumed that safety induction will be provided to all operatives, PPE and flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided to all operatives and no trip zones will be established in the vicinity of the river
edge. The contractor shall ensure works within the river are not carried out during flooding and shall
review local weather reports prior to commencing in-river works. Permanent pedestrian parapets
will be provided on both sides of the bridge to protect the public on completion. Flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided along the river edge on completion of the works for the public/maintenance
personal.

Yes

To be precluded in the contract documents

N/A

N/A

N/A

General Construction
The
bridge is required to be constructed in a constrained urban environment so there will be conflict with
existing traffic and public amenity areas. Construction traffic along the adjacent national and local
roads will require temporary traffic lights, traffic management and diversions to ensure safe access
to the site and for the transport of fabricated elements. A roundabout at the tie-in and a significant
regrading of the N11 is also required which will require temporary diversions.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The River Slaney is subject to frequent flooding.
It is assumed that a safety induction will be provided to all operatives and PPE and
flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided to all operatives. The contractor shall ensure works within
the river are not carried out during flooding and shall review local weather reports prior to
commencing in-river works. Flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided along the river edge on
completion of the works for the public/maintenance personal. Maintenance personal/inspectors
shall review local weather reports prior to commencing maintenance works adjacent to the river.

Yes

Pre-fabricated elements are proposed for this option.
Elements will be fabricated in a controlled environment where possible to reduce the risks to public.
An adequate secure laydown area for crane and elements to allow segmants to be lifted will be
required. The pylon will require bracing to be incorporated or temporary stays for stability. Agreed
method statements and temporary works certs will be required prior to lifting.

Yes

The bridge requires tie-ins to the public roads and over the rail lines.
The risk can only be reduced as some level of integration with the existing traffic on both sides of
the bridge are necessary. The position of the proposed roundabout at the east side has been
placed further back into the cutting to enable use of the existing carriageway as a traffic diversion
during its construction. It is assumed the Contractor will provide safety induction, PPE to all
personnel and provide traffic management in accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual and the
Local Authority. The Contractor shal l liaise with Irish Rail and aquire written agreement to enter the
area accompanied by Irish Rail Personnel and be provided with a safety induction by Iarnród
Eireann Personnel and hold a current Iarnród Eireann Personal Track Safety (PTS) Certificate.
Traffic management plans will be required and need to be agreed with the local authority.

Yes

Slips, trips and falls are a risk on uneven ground.
All site operatives are expected to receive safety induction training. It is assumed that the
Contractor will not leave equipment in locations which will cause a hazard to personnel or the
general public. Site compounds will require secure fencing.

No

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located close to areas of exposed rock outcrops. This risk cannot be
avoided but will be minimised/managed during the works. Noise and vibration will be created during
excavations/piling operations. Limitations and monitoring to be included in the contract documents.
Complete condition survey and precision levelling on all structures with 50m of the works as part of
contract docs. Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works.

No

No water, electrical or foul services are readily available on the site
The Contractor will need to provide independent welfare facilities. This will require agreement with
the local authority.

No

The site is located within both public lands and private lands and easily accessible by members of
the public.
It is assumed that the Contractor will not leave any equipment in locations which will cause a hazard
to personnel or the general publ ic. Contractor will be required to secure the site perimeter and
provide security.

Yes

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located within an area of rock. This risk cannot be avoided but will be
minimised/managed during the works. Noise will be created during excavations/piling operations.
however, limitations will be incorporated into the contract documents which willl require barriers and
time restrictions for these works to minimise disruption to the adjacent hotel and local
residents.Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works during occasions of excessive
noise.

Yes

Works close to existing Services.
Desktop services tracking has been carried out - slit trench contract is required to be carried out to
confirm type, line, level and conflicts - this is currently being procured. The western pier for this
option appears to clash with the storm water pipe and a diversion may be required if this option is
progressed.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions
Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Temporary Stablity.
Significant temporary works will be required for this option during construction to lift/support the
pylon and lift/support the fabricated deck elements until the tension cables are installed.
Independent check certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the
contract docs. Temporary works adjacent to the railway to construct the western pier are also
required for this option.
Western span construction.
Selection of preferred option developed in consultation with IE - Develop Railway Safety Commision
Documentation - establish safe systems of work with IE.
Cables to support the deck.
Cables to support the deck from the pylon are proposed for this option. Independent check
certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the contract docs.
BBA certs will be required for materials/cables. A safety file including maintenance requirements for
tensionning elements will be required for the client. Design to include sufficient redundancy for
repair/replacement scenarios.
Other parties please take note:

ab initio

Yes

Yes

Yes

Made (Design/Project
Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Identified Hazard or Risk.

Scheme Name: Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme - Bridgeworks

Project Number:

Option 6
Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Deck/Parapet/Pylon construction/Bridge maintenance
The proposed alignment is dictated by the height required above the flood level and the vertical
clearance to the rail. It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate harness/restraints systems
to construction staff.Temporary protection barriers should be incorporated into fabricated beams
prior to lifting to provide protection prior to the completion of permanent parapets.Adequate
permanent vehicle and pedestrian parapets will be provided.This option increases the risk of falling
from height due to the height of the pylons during construction and during maintenance of
anchorages and cables.

Yes

Excavations for foundations.
It is envisaged that excavations for foundations will be required to provide suitable founding for the
bridge supports. High level pad foundations (or high level pile caps incorporating deeper piles) will
be used to reduce the risks. Protection measures will be required during any excavation works. The
risk can only be reduced as some level of excavations are necessary. The Contractor's proposals
will be examined: excavations to have safe access, safe slope angle and adequate
protection/security. Adequate PPE required. To facilitate the excavations and rehabilitation the
Contractor's proposals will be examined and temporary supports to be provided to the existing
boundary by the Contractor.

Yes

An area of alluvium woodland exists to the east side.
Works are required within the vicinity of the woodland. It is assumed that the Contractor will identify
any risk areas and establish safe systems of work.

Yes

Concrete elements require waterproofing, maintenance of post tensionning.
It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate PPE to all personnel. Waterproofing of concrete
elements will be necessary and maintenance of post tensionning system will also be required.
Agreed method statements and safe systems of work to be established and the agreement of WCC.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Earthworks
Nuclear density meters required for testing compaction of earthworks - accredited laboratory and
equipment to be specified.

Yes

The western bridge span is within Irish Rail lands with high voltage overhead rail cables.
The proposed alignment requires a bridge crossing over the railway so it is not possible to design
out this risk. It is assumed that the Contractor will provide safety induction for all personnel and to
use bunting where appropriate. Method statements will require approval by Irish Rail, possessions
will be required when working within this area. Fabricated elements will incorporate permanent
formwork and protection barriers prior to lifting. A permanent H4a barrier is proposed along the
edge of the carriageway to protect traffic in service over the railway.

Yes

The bridge construction requires working adjacent to and over the River Slaney. This is a tidal river
and subject to frequent floodi ng.
It is assumed that safety induction will be provided to all operatives, PPE and flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided to all operatives and no trip zones will be established in the vicinity of the river
edge. The contractor shall ensure works within the river are not carried out during flooding and shall
review local weather reports prior to commencing in-river works. Permanent pedestrian parapets
will be provided on both sides of the bridge to protect the public on completion. Flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided along the river edge on completion of the works for the public/maintenance
personal.

Yes

To be precluded in the contract documents

N/A

N/A

N/A

General Construction
The
bridge is required to be constructed in a constrained urban environment so there will be conflict with
existing traffic and public amenity areas. Construction traffic along the adjacent national and local
roads will require temporary traffic lights, traffic management and diversions to ensure safe access
to the site and for the transport of fabricated elements. A roundabout at the tie-in and a significant
regrading of the N11 is also required which will require temporary diversions.

Yes

N/A

N/A

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The River Slaney is subject to frequent flooding.
It is assumed that a safety induction will be provided to all operatives and PPE and
flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided to all operatives. The contractor shall ensure works within
the river are not carried out during flooding and shall review local weather reports prior to
commencing in-river works. Flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided along the river edge on
completion of the works for the public/maintenance personal. Maintenance personal/inspectors
shall review local weather reports prior to commencing maintenance works adjacent to the river.

Yes

Pre-fabricated elements are proposed for this option.
Elements will be fabricated in a controlled environment where possible to reduce the risks to public.
An adequate secure laydown area for crane and elements to allow segmants to be lifted will be
required. The pylons will require bracing to be incorporated or temporary stays for stability. Agreed
method statements and temporary works certs will be required prior to lifting.

Yes

The bridge requires tie-ins to the public roads and over the rail lines.
The risk can only be reduced as some level of integration with the existing traffic on both sides of
the bridge are necessary. The position of the proposed roundabout at the east side has been
placed further back into the cutting to enable use of the existing carriageway as a traffic diversion
during its construction. It is assumed the Contractor will provide safety induction, PPE to all
personnel and provide traffic management in accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual and the
Local Authority. The Contractor shal l liaise with Irish Rail and aquire written agreement to enter the
area accompanied by Irish Rail Personnel and be provided with a safety induction by Iarnród
Eireann Personnel and hold a current Iarnród Eireann Personal Track Safety (PTS) Certificate.
Traffic management plans will be required and need to be agreed with the local authority.

Yes

Slips, trips and falls are a risk on uneven ground.
All site operatives are expected to receive safety induction training. It is assumed that the
Contractor will not leave equipment in locations which will cause a hazard to personnel or the
general public. Site compounds will require secure fencing.

No

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located close to areas of exposed rock outcrops. This risk cannot be
avoided but will be minimised/managed during the works. Noise and vibration will be created during
excavations/piling operations. Limitations and monitoring to be included in the contract documents.
Complete condition survey and precision levelling on all structures with 50m of the works as part of
contract docs. Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works.

No

No water, electrical or foul services are readily available on the site
The Contractor will need to provide independent welfare facilities. This will require agreement with
the local authority.

No

The site is located within both public lands and private lands and easily accessible by members of
the public.
It is assumed that the Contractor will not leave any equipment in locations which will cause a hazard
to personnel or the general publ ic. Contractor will be required to secure the site perimeter and
provide security.
Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located within an area of rock. This risk cannot be avoided but will be
minimised/managed during the works. Noise will be created during excavations/piling operations.
however, limitations will be incorporated into the contract documents which willl require barriers and
time restrictions for these works to minimise disruption to the adjacent hotel and local
residents.Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works during occasions of excessive
noise.

Yes

Yes

Works close to existing Services.
Desktop services tracking has been carried out - slit trench contract is required to be carried out to
confirm type, line, level and conflicts - this is currently being procured. The western pier for this
option appears to clash with the storm water pipe and a diversion may be required if this option is
progressed.

Yes

Temporary Stablity.
Significant temporary works will be required for this option during construction to lift/support the
pylons and to lift/support fabricated deck elements until the tension cables are installed.
Independent check certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the
contract docs.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions
Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Western span construction.
Selection of preferred option developed in consultation with IE - Develop Railway Safety Commision
Documentation - establish safe systems of work with IE.
Cables to support the deck.
Cables to support the deck from the pylons are proposed for this option. Independent check
certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works Requirement with the contract docs.
BBA certs will be required for materials/cables. A safety file including maintenance requirements for
tensionning elements will be required for the client. Design to include sufficient redundancy for
repair/replacement scenarios.
Other parties please take note:

ab initio

Yes

Yes

Made (Design/Project
Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Identified Hazard or Risk.

Scheme Name: Enniscorthy Flood Defence Scheme - Bridgeworks

Project Number:

Option 7
Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Deck and Parapet construction/Bridge maintenance
The proposed alignment is dictated by the height required above the flood level and the vertical
clearance to the rail. It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate harness/restraints systems
to construction staff.Temporary protection barriers should be incorporated into fabricated beams
prior to lifting to provide protection prior to the completion of permanent parapets.Adequate
permanent vehicle and pedestrian parapets will be provided.if weathering steel is adopted which
reduces the maintenance requirements for the deck.

Yes

Excavations for foundations.
It is envisaged that excavations for foundations will be required to provide suitable founding for the
bridge supports. High level pad foundations (or high level pile caps incorporating deeper piles) will
be used to reduce the risks. Protection measures will be required during any excavation works. The
risk can only be reduced as some level of excavations are necessary. The Contractor's proposals
will be examined: excavations to have safe access, safe slope angle and adequate
protection/security. Adequate PPE required. To facilitate the excavations and rehabilitation the
Contractor's proposals will be examined and temporary supports to be provided to the existing
boundary by the Contractor.

Yes

An area of alluvium woodland exists to the east side.
Works are required within the vicinity of the woodland. It is assumed that the Contractor will identify
any risk areas and establish safe systems of work.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Steel sections will require painting and concrete elements require waterproofing.
It is assumed the Contractor will provide adequate PPE to all personnel. Where possible fabricated
steel elements will be painted in the fabrication factory under controlled conditions.The risk can be
reduced/omitted further if weathering steel is adopted. However, some level of on site painting (at
concrete interfaces) and waterproofing will still be necessary.Maintenance painting in service is also
required including painting over the railway will require agreed method statements and safe
systems of work to be established and the agreement of IE. The risk can also be reduced/omitted
further if weathering steel is adopted.

Yes

Earthworks
Nuclear density meters required for testing compaction of earthworks - accredited laboratory and
equipment to be specified.

Yes

The western bridge span is within Irish Rail lands with high voltage overhead rail cables.
The proposed alignment requires a bridge crossing over the railway so it is not possible to design
out this risk. It is assumed that the Contractor will provide safety induction for all personnel and to
use bunting where appropriate. Method statements will require approval by Irish Rail, possessions
will be required when working within this area. Fabricated elements will incorporate permanent
formwork and protection barriers prior to lifting. A permanent H4a barrier is proposed along the
edge of the carriageway to protect traffic in service over the railway.Maintenance in the area over
the railway lands is reduced with the use of weathering steel.

Yes

The bridge construction requires working adjacent to and over the River Slaney. This is a tidal river
and subject to frequent floodi ng.
It is assumed that safety induction will be provided to all operatives, PPE and flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided to all operatives and no trip zones will be established in the vicinity of the river
edge. The contractor shall ensure works within the river are not carried out during flooding and shall
review local weather reports prior to commencing in-river works. Permanent pedestrian parapets
will be provided on both sides of the bridge to protect the public on completion. Flotation/buoyancy
aids will be provided along the river edge on completion of the works for the public/maintenance
personal.

Yes

To be precluded in the contract documents

N/A

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Unknown Gases/limited air/suffocation.
Works will be required to the inside of the boxes during fabrication/construction.Elements will be
fabricated in a controlled environment where possible to reduce the risks.The boxes can be
designed as fully air tight to mitigate against corrosion on the inside and the requirement for
painting/maintenance. If maintenance is required to the inside of the boxes suitable PPE, gas
monitors etc will be required.

Yes

General Construction
The
bridge is required to be constructed in a constrained urban environment so there will be conflict with
existing traffic and public amenity areas. Construction traffic along the adjacent national and local
roads will require temporary traffic lights, traffic management and diversions to ensure safe access
to the site and for the transport of large fabricated elements. A roundabout at the tie-in and a
significant regrading of the N11 is also required which will require temporary diversions.

Yes

N/A

N/A

The River Slaney is subject to frequent flooding.
It is assumed that a safety induction will be provided to all operatives and PPE and
flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided to all operatives. The contractor shall ensure works within
the river are not carried out during flooding and shall review local weather reports prior to
commencing in-river works. Flotation/buoyancy aids will be provided along the river edge on
completion of the works for the public/maintenance personal. Maintenance personal/inspectors
shall review local weather reports prior to commencing maintenance works adjacent to the river.

Yes

Pre-fabricated elements are proposed for this option.
Elements will be fabricated in a controlled environment where possible to reduce the risks to public.
An adequate secure laydown area for crane and elements to allow the boxes to be lifted will be
required. The risk has been reduced for this option by reducing the number of box girders required.
Temporary supports for stability of individual boxes will be required and agreed method statements
and temporary works certs will be required prior to lifting.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

The bridge requires tie-ins to the public roads and over the rail lines.
The risk can only be reduced as some level of integration with the existing traffic on both sides of
the bridge are necessary. The position of the proposed roundabout at the east side has been
placed further back into the cutting to enable use of the existing carriageway as a traffic diversion
during its construction. It is assumed the Contractor will provide safety induction, PPE to all
personnel and provide traffic management in accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual and the
Local Authority. The Contractor shal l liaise with Irish Rail and aquire written agreement to enter the
area accompanied by Irish Rail Personnel and be provided with a safety induction by Iarnród
Eireann Personnel and hold a current Iarnród Eireann Personal Track Safety (PTS) Certificate.
Traffic management plans will be required and need to be agreed with the local authority.

Yes

Slips, trips and falls are a risk on uneven ground.
All site operatives are expected to receive safety induction training. It is assumed that the
Contractor will not leave equipment in locations which will cause a hazard to personnel or the
general public. Site compounds will require secure fencing.

No

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located close to areas of exposed rock outcrops. This risk cannot be
avoided but will be minimised/managed during the works. Noise and vibration will be created during
excavations/piling operations. Limitations and monitoring to be included in the contract documents.
Complete condition survey and precision levelling on all structures with 50m of the works as part of
contract docs. Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works.

No

No water, electrical or foul services are readily available on the site
The Contractor will need to provide independent welfare facilities. This will require agreement with
the local authority.

No

The site is located within both public lands and private lands and easily accessible by members of
the public.
It is assumed that the Contractor will not leave any equipment in locations which will cause a hazard
to personnel or the general publ ic. Contractor will be required to secure the site perimeter and
provide security.

Yes

Identified Hazard or Risk.

Exposed Party

Evaluation, Design Decisions and / or Alternative Actions
Is the risk of a
substantial or unusual
nature such that
information should be
provided to the PSDP?

Description of risk or hazardous activity

Rock breaking and pile construction.
The proposed alignment is located within an area of rock. This risk cannot be avoided but will be
minimised/managed during the works. Noise will be created during excavations/piling operations.
however, limitations will be incorporated into the contract documents which willl require barriers and
time restrictions for these works to minimise disruption to the adjacent hotel and local
residents.Adequate PPE will be provided to construction works during occasions of excessive
noise.
Works close to existing Services.
Desktop services tracking has been carried out - slit trench contract is required to be carried out to
confirm type, line, level and conflicts - this is currently being procured.
Temporary Stablity.
Temporary supports will also be required for this option during construction until the back spans are
made monolithic. Independent check certificates for temporary works to be included as a Works
Requirement with the contract docs.
Western span construction.
Selection of preferred option developed in consultation with IE - Develop Railway Safety Commision
Documentation - establish safe systems of work with IE.
Other parties please take note:

ab initio

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Made (Design/Project Engineer):
Checked
Date:
Risk evaluation

Identified Hazard or Risk.
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Additional support in option 4

All options require waterproofing to concrete,
below ground surfaces and steelwork as
appropriate

Temporary support in river option 3

Potential in option 2,3, 7

Additional requirements for working over
river associated with deck construction

